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numberof recent decisions
suggest that journalists have
even tess pretectisn for their
sources of information than
has been generally accepted. One group
of decisions deals with the so-called
"newspaperrule" which provides that, in
the case of defamation proceedings, a
journalist wouldnot normally be required
to disclose hie or her sources of
informationprior to giving evidence(if at
all) in the trial of the action. In other
words, the sources would not have to be
re~ealed at the stage of discovery and
interrogatories, unless the interests of
justice required such disclosure.
But in three recent decisions the
Queensland Supreme Court has required
jommalists to disclose their sources of
information in answer to interrogatories.
In each case the Court referred to the fact
that the provisions of the Codeshared by
Queensland and Tasmania provide a
defence to defamatory publications made
in good faith, but place the onus of
demonstrating lack of good faith on the
plaintiff bringing the proceedings, hi
these circumstances the Court considered
that the plalntLffwas entitled to knowin
advance of the trial what would be an
important element in the decision to
publish -- the identity and character of
the sources of information. In Hodderv
QueenslandNewspapersPly Limited~ the
plainffiff wasa t~ade unionofficial and the
article in questionspecified other officials
and membem
of the union as sources of
the allegations against the plaintiff. The
court considered that this style of
reporting used the unnamedsources to
give credence to the allegations and so
effectively waived the protection that
might normally be afforded by the
newspaper rule
Obviously, this is a commonstyle of
reporting for events within political
parties, trade unions and many other
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in Contempt

Michael Sexton reviews some recent developments which threaten the confidentiality
journalist’s

I

of a

sources of Information

commtmityb~dies. If this approach is
followedin other jurisdictions, there will
he increased pressure on jo~sts to
disclase their sottrces prior to the trial
stage in defamation proceedings.

aider Granada Television broadcast a
programconcerning a strike in the steel
industry, during which a number of
coRfidential documentsbelonging to the
Corporation were quoted.

Legal problems for Journalists

Possible avenues of resistance

here is, howeve.r, an even more
dangerous legal area for
journalists and that is the action
for preliminary discoveu¢. This
action seeks to identify the journalist’s
sources so that the plaintiff maybring
proceedings against those persons in
addition to or instead of the media
organisation.
ff an action for preFmainarydiscoveryis
suecesshd, the orders obtained would
normally require the journalist
in
question to attend court to be examined.
As he or she will inevitably be asked the
source of the documents or other
information obtained, a refusal to answer
will almost inevitably involve a contempt
of court for whichpenalties of a fine or
imprisonment may be ordered.
The proceedings for preliminary
discovery that are available under the
rules of a number of the Australian
jurisdictions are largely based upon the
conceptof the Bill of Discoveryin equity.
This action was used by the British Steel
Corporation in the early 1980s to obtain
erdere for the examinationof a journalist

he High Court made it clear
in John Fairfax & Sons Limi~d
v Cojuangce that, where a
plaintiff
intends to bring
defamation proceedings against the
sources, he or she wR1be entitled to know
their identity
unless the media
orgaulsation is prepared to abandon any
defence that would place it in a better
position to defend the action than the
original sources wouldbe This position at
least gives the employerof the journalist
a choice ff it is prepared to accept full
liability for the publication (whateverthe
extent of that liability might be) the
sources of information are uulikely to be
required by the Court.
But if the proceedingsthat the plaintiff
desires
tobring
arenotindefamation
but
in someotheraction,
suchas breach
of
confidence,
eventhisoption
evaporatox,
In
a situationwhere,for example,a
journalist
hasbeengivencenfidential
information
abeutthe tax avoidance
activities
ofa multi-national
corporation
by a source within the Federal
G~vermnent,
thecompany
maydecline
to
suethemedia
organisation
inde~hnmtion.
Insteadit may bringproceedings
for
preliminarydiscoveryagainstthe
journalist
to obtain
theidentity
of the
Government
sottrce
in orderto bringan
action
inbroach
ofconfidence
against
that
person.
In theexample
given,thereis little
reamforlegalmanoeuvre
on thepartof
thejournalist.
Onepossible
basisfor
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Rupert Murdoch
on the
Pacific Rim and
Australia’s future.
See page 5.
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resisting an order for disclosure is the socalled "iniquity rule". A number of
English decisions have suggested that ff
the material supplied by the source
reveals criminal ~r fraudulent conduct on
the part of the plaintiff, no action for
broach of confidence willbe available
despite the wayin which the material was
obtained. It must be said, however, that
the extent of ~ rule is uncertain. In any
case, it is likely that an Australian court
wouldconsider there to be no criminality
or fraud involved in tax avoidance,
howeverharnfful it maybe in its effects
on the general community.
"Blood Money"
n a recent decision of the NewSouth
Wales Supreme Court, Mr Justice
Browuiemade ordemfor preliminary
discovery against the ABCand two
of its journslists as a result of a Four
Corners program. The program, entitled
"Blcod Money",dealt with some aspects
of the financial operations of pathology
companiesThe cl~ectom of one pathology
company alleged
that documents
originally seized under search warrant by
the Federel Polioe had been used in the
compiling of the program. They
maintained that they wished to bring
proceedings in broach of confidence
against any persons who had given such
material to the ABC. The NSWCourt
of Appeal granted leave to the ABCto
appeal against the de~mn of Mr Justice
Brownie. However, in late 1992 the
entire proceedings were settled on terms
not to be disclosed.

I

MichaelSexton is a barrister practising at
the Sydney Bac.
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Privacy

in New Zealand (so far)

William Akel surveys somerecent cases regarding a tort
n NewZealand, until recently, the
case concerns the somewhatcontroversial
issue of privacy had not been dealt
NewZealand movie Brain Dead. Part of
with comprehensively in either
the film was shot at a Wellington
legislation
or judge made law.
cemetery, where the plaintiff holds a
Legislation has been passed in the form
burial plot. The plot has a large marble
of the Prioacy CommissionerAct and the
tombstone. ,Part of the tombstone
Privacy Information Bill is currently
appeared in the movie without the
under review.
plaintiffs permission. The plaintiff was
The New Zealand Breadcasting
shockedand upset that the tombstone was
Standards Authority sought to establish
associated with the movie (the movie
someguidelines for television and radio,
havingbeen labelled a "splatter film"). He
whenin June of this year it recordedfive
brought an injunction against the movie
relevant privacy guidelines:
companyto prevent the circulation of the
1. the protection of privacyincludes legal
movie One of the plaintiffs claims was
protection agah~ the public disclosure
that his right to privacy had been
of private facts where the facts
breached.
disclosed are highly offensive and
Gallen J, while holding that the
objectionable to a reasonable pemonof
commonlaw tort of privacy existed in
ordinarysensibilities;
NewZealand, stressed that its extent
2. protection
ugainst
thepublic
disclosureshould be regarded with caution. He
ofsomekinds
of public
facts
--facts
which
have,
ineffect,
become
private, "While the importance of the rights of
forexamplethrough
the passage
of the individual should not be understated,
timeThepublicdisclosure
of these freedomof expression is also an important
factsmustbehighly
offensive
tothe principle of our socie~.’"
reasonable
person;
He found that the plaintiff and his
3. protectionagainstintentional family did not have the right to privacy.
interference
(inthenature
of prying) He said:
"If the tombstoneor burial plot hadbeen
withan individual’s
interestin
selituds
orseclusion.
Theintrusion shownas directly involvedin the particular
mustbe offensive
to theordinary incidents whichoccur in the cemeteryand
person.
Protection
doesnetextend
to as having a sibmificance beyondbeing part
being observed, followed or
of the background,there might have been
photographed
in a public
place;
more to support this argument. There is
4. discussing
thematter
in the"public nothing in the sequencein the cemeteryto
interest"
(defined
as a legitimate suggest that there is any connection
oencera
tothepublic),
isa defance
to betweenthe action filmed as taking place
anindividual’s
claim
forprivacy;
and the plaintiffs tombstone and grave
5. an individual
who consents
to the plo~"
invasion
ofhisorherprivacy,
cannot Gallen J referred in particular to Tucker
later
succeed
ina claim
forbreach
of v New Media Ownership Ltd in his
privacy.
findings in favour of a right to privacy in
Inaddition,
theHighCourt
hasreferred
toa right
toprivacy
onthespecial
facts
of a smallnumberof casesAll have
involved
interim
injunctions
wherethe
applicant
hasbeenrequired
toshowonly
thatanarguable
caseofbreach
ofprivacy
PLOT SO FA~, ....
exists.
The Brain Dead case
he most recent decision is
that of Mr Justice Gallen in
Bradley v Wingnut Films
Limi~d (unreported, Wellington
High Court, CF258/92). In this case the
judge considered that although privacy
didexistasa conunun
lawrightin New
Zealand,
itwascrucial
thatitshould
not
impinge
on therightof a freepres~The
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of privacy

NewZealand. Although Tucker went to
the Court of Appeal, it is of use to look
at the decision of MrJustice Jeffries in
the High Court.
Publication of crlndnal record
he case involved the publication
details of a potential heart
transplant patient’s previous
criminal convictions. As part of
his fundraising
campaign he was
interviewed on television and radio, and
newspaper advertisements were published. During this campaignhe was told
that the weekly newspaper Truth had
received information that he had been
convicted bf criminal offences, The
plaintiff sought an injunction agsJnat the
publisher
of Truth, News Media
Ownership Ltd and other media.
Theplaintiff travelled to Australia to be
assessed for a heart transplant operation.
While there, one of his major sponsors,
without giving masons, withdrewits offer
of funds. Al~er this, Radio Windy,which
was not a party to the injunction
proceedings, broadcast details ef the
convictions Sson aRer, the same item had
been broadcast by almost the entire
independent radio network in New
Zealand, and a Sydney newspaper had
published an article referring to the
plaintiffs convictions.
The court looked at whether the tort of
privacy could apply in the plaintiffs cas~
Jeffries J commented:
"I amawareof the developmentin other
jurisdictionsof the tort of ineasionof privacy
andthe facts of this case seemto raise such
an issue in a dramatic form, A person who
lives an ordinarylife has a right to be left
aloneandto live the privateaspectsof his life
without being subjected to unwarranted,or
undesired,publicity or public disc/osura"
The court held that in its viewthe right
to privacy mayprovide the plaintiff with
a valid cause of action in NewZealand.
It found that this seemed a natural
progression of the tort of intentional
infliction of emotionaldistress and was in
accordancewith the ability of the common
law to provide a remedy for a wrong
Jeffries J considered that the essence of
the tort of privacy was. unwarranted
publication of intimate details of the
plaintiffs private life These must be
outside the realm of legitimate public
concerr~,or curiesity.
Continued p4
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Althoughnot referred to by Gallen J in
the Brain Dead case, the concept of
privacy was considered by Mr Justice
Holland in Morgan v Television New
Zealand (unreported Christchurch, High
Court, March1990), regarding the then
ongoing Hillary Morgan international
custody battle Holland J ~anted an
injunction restraining Television New
Zealand fi~m transmitting a pregramme
that had been broadcast ~verseas about
the custody dispute~ The injunction was
granted on the basis that according to
Holland J the law of New Zealand
receguised some right of privacy of an
indi~dduaL The judge indicated that he
couldsee little public interest in disclosing
very private matters about the child’s life
This was despite the fact of widespread
publicity about the cas~
However, in a subsequent hearing
involving the Hillary Morgan case,
HollandJ, while satisfied that there were
privacyrights vested in the child, referred
to the major issues involved in such
in’ymction cases including the liberty of
the press. On this occasion no injunction
was ordered. The so called right to privacy
did not override freedomof expression.

arguable
thatitwould
extend
tothefacts
of thatcas~
NeazorJ heldthatwhatwasin issue
in Mards could not be put higher than
upset and anger on the part of Dr and
Mrs Marris when faced with the actions
of TV 3, and a degree of anger and
embarrassment that the disciplinary
proceedings should be pubhcly resurrected
by TV3 in the preposed broadcast. The
court thus did not grant an interim
injuncfflon on the basis of breach of
privecy.
The court noted that there are distinct
problerns in the issue of what is or will
be protected by anytortof invasion
of
privacy
andwhether
any,andif sowhat,
resulting
damage
is aningredient
of the
tort.Forexample,
whetherobtaining
information
without
legitimate
reason
is
enough,or whetherpublicationis
requiredas well,and whatis to be
regarded
as"without
legitimate
reason’:
Elements of the tort

n both Tucker and the Brain Dead
cases the Court referred to Presser
on Tort~ whichrefers to two distinct
privacy torts:
1, cases involving public disclosure of
What is protected?
private facts, which are highly
offensive and objectionable to a
reasonable
person of ordinary
n Marris v TV 3 NetworkLt.d (m~resensibilities;
ported, 14 October 1991) MrJustice
2. publicity whichplaces the plaintiff in
Neazor again considered privacy on
a false light in the public eye
an irf~don application. Dr Marris
In
Brain Dead, Gallen J a~cepted these
was subject to disciplinary action by the
Americanformulations as being valid in
Medical Practitioners
Disciplinary
NewZealand. The court found that from
Comm/tteefor failure to make a proper
these formulations three requirements
chagnosis of a patient’s condition. That
disciplinary action took place some must be satisfied before a tort of privacy
monthsprior to the injunction apphcationwill arise:
and information
aboutit had l~een 1. the disclceure oftbe private facts must
be a public disclosure and not a private
published
in a provincial
newspaper.
TV
one;
3 had madeand pmpesedto screena
television
pregramme
relating
to the 2. the facts disclosed to the public must
be private facts and not public ones;
illness in respect of whichthe professional
3.
the matter made public must be one
disciplinary action was taken against Dr
which would be highly c~’ensive and
Man’is. Dr Man’is and his wife objected
objectionable to a reasonable person of
to the mannerand circumstance in which
ordinarysensibilities.
he was filmed by TV 3 and in which
The
question of privacy is yet to be
discussions with hun were recorded for
addressed in detail by the Court of
use in the proposed pregramme TV 3
Appeal.Until this occurs, it is difficult to
preposed to breadcast some film of Dr
say with any certainty that the tort of
Marris’ private house, the reporter
privacy will be completely accepted in
concernedgoingup to the front door of the
NewZealand law. In the Tucker case, the
house and Dr Marris speaking to the
Court of Appeal stated that the concept
reporter from an upstairs window. The
of privacy is at least arguabl~ It will be
voice over would say that Dr Marris
interesting to see the result ff a full
refused to be interviewed.
privacy case comes before the Court of
Whether or not there was an arguable
Appeal.
issue as to tort liahiUtty aridmgin respect
of invasion of p~ivacy was not really an
William Akel is a media law partner at
issue Counsel for TV3 submitted that
SimpsonGrierson Butler Whi~barristers
even ff the recognition of the existence of
and solici~org Aucklandand Wellington.
the tort was arguable, it wasnot seriously

I
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ABA
DEVELOPMENTS
This columnis a brief review of the
Australian Broadcasting Authority
during its fn~st tw~ months of
operation.
¯ In November 1992 the ABA~onducted a series of national
planning seminars for the radio
industry. A similar series of
sominamhas been planned for the
television industry in 1993.
¯ It is reperted that the ABAhas
received a large number of
requests for op’mions regarding
narrowcasting services. There hsa
been sign/ficant debate over what
constitutes
a narrowcasting
service, which is unlikely to be
quelled until the first ABA
opinions on narrowcasting are
published. Mr Tim O’Keefe, a
memberof the ABA,has indicated
that some proposed services are
too wide in their appeal to
currently
be classified
as
narrowcasting services.
The
majority of applications received
so far are for op’mionson whether
or not proposed
tourist
information
services
are
narrowcasting services
¯ The fee for an opinion on the
category of service into which a
pmposedservice falls has been set
at $475. The fee for an opinion
regarding control of a service is
likely to be set at $2,500.
¯ The ABA has published
a
planning timetable, under which
submissions on planning may be
madeto it by February 1993, The
ABAexpects to publish dr~
planning priorities by April 1993
and to have finaiised them by
mid-1993.
¯ On 26 November 1992 the
Chairman of the ABA, Mr Brian
Johns, addressed the Annual
Conference
of the Screen
Producers’ Association on local
content. Mr. Johns indicated
support for the concept of
minimumlevels of local content.
However, he emphasised that it
was more important to achieve
improvements in quality and
diversity of local content than
simply increasing local content
levels.
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Pacific
Westwood the

Rim Report:
Course of Empire

Rupert Mu~dochprovides a personal vision of Australia’s
haveused as a text for this paper, a
famous line from the eighteenth
century Irish bhhopand philosopher
George Berkeley, reflecting on the
successive rise to power of Babylon,
Greece and RomeThe peem opens, and
I quote "Westw~odthe Course of Empire
Takes its Way’: The title of Berkeley’s
poemwas On the Pcospect of Planling Ar~
and Learning in America, This is still a
formidable task[
Berkeley’s legacy is consequentlyto be
found on the western edge of North
America.
Looking through
San
Franciscds Golden Gate out across the
Pacific, it is the townthat is nowthe home
of the Universityof C alffomia-- Berkeley.
It seems that Bishop Berkeley’s twohu~dred-and-fii~y-year~old
prophecyis still
operating. The centre of global gravity
appears to be making a further sh~
westward,into the Pacifia That is not to
suggest, however,that I think the United
States is going to be leg behind. In fact,
I think exactly the opposita The sheer
size, scope and complexity of the
American phenomenonmeans that it can
never be written d~. As e.x-Prime MinkC~r
Nakasone said in The Economist
magazinea few years ago: "The aventisth
century was the American century. The
twenty-first ce?~turywill be the American
cen:huy."

"’The combination of political
and
technologic~change(that we have recently
witnessed)... constitutes a real revolution
in possible ca-operation betweencapitalr~ch countries and labour-rich c~untrieg’
Professor Friedman also made this
prediction: "It couldgive us the equioalent
of another industrial revolution." In the
Asia-Pacific region we are looking at
something that affects the future of
humanityitseff.
KarlMarx,
forexample,
wasinnodoubt
thattheindustrial
revolution
was a
breakthrough
forhumanity.
Nowwe have
the chanceto extendto thewholeof
humanity
thebenefite
thatwe enjoyin
thedeveloped
world.
Thepowerforthis
breakthrough
liesinthepotential
ofthe
Asia-Pacific
re~ion.

~uturo

Government’shandling of it. The hasty
unification of the currencies, the extension
of WestGermanregulations and benefits,
distorted and virtually destroyed the
system of price signals that would
otherwise have guided East Germany
efficiently hite its appropriateplace in the
free world. Bermwill be fortunate if its
interventionist policies do not create
another Mezzogiorno -- like Southern
Italy, a permanent economicdrain.
So let me summarise my thoughts on
the significance of the Asia-Pacificregion.
The emergence of the Asia-Pacific
economiesis a cause for great hope but
not for complacency.It is not beyondthe
scope of humanity to fumble this
opportunity.
The Place of Australia

Rupert Murdoch requires
no
introduction
to any media
watche~; in any part of the
world.
He has been described
as the dominant
global business force in the
late twentieth
century,
and
has certainly
emerged as the
dominant media figure of the
1990~ This recently delfvered

here does this leave
Australia?
Technology
has
abolished the tyranny of
distance
andAustralia
is
nowwell-located. This is firstly a matter
of geographical reality. Weare only 8
hoursfrom Hong Kon~ 12 hours
California
and 24 hoursfromEurop~
However,electronic technologyis reducing
the importance of geography. With a
computer and a telephone, you can
dispatch volumes of i~formation to the
paper pro~des
an tas~ght
other side of the globe with just a
into
Mr Murdoch~s vls~on
Sharing the American Imperlum
keystroke, at insignificant cost.
for the Pacific
Rim and
Whole new industries are developing
Aastra/ia’s
place w~thin i~
ut I do think, however,that the
around this fact, in some remarkable
Americanimperiumis going to
places. For example, located in a little
be shared, at least economically.
town in the Utah Desert is one of the
The Problem of Government
kfter all, that is what
hottest software operations in America,
happened in the last century. Several
the home of the Wordperfect word
ut there is a problem~f gevern- preceseing program. It is the equivalent
powersindustrialised,
following Britain’s
lead, and together they shared Western
ment. Friedmanexpressed it as
of finding a major industry in Alice
Europe’s momentof greatness. In this
follows: "What bothers me is
Springs. More importantly there is
this: not only the USbut other
absolutely no reason why that company
next century, the several powers sharing
America’s moment of greatness seem
countries seem~o be missing this enormous could not be in Alice Spr~ Au~raliuns
likely to be those of the Pacific Rim.This
opportunit~ The capital-rich countries are
could have written that software They
is a region whoseshare of werld trade was goingin a protsctionist direction, building could be sending it all ever the world. In
about 13%in 1980, and is projected to
walls aroundtheir bloca Fortress Europe the future, I believe they will.
roach 33"/0in the year 2000. It ~s a region
The US with Canada and Mexiza"
that already contains eight of Australia’s
Obviously,this is a problemweare all too
The Need for Skills
eleven top export markets and whosetotal
familiar with in Australia.
trade with Australia is greater than that
Let me give another example of the
his ties back to Australia’s role
of the European Community.
problem of government. Obviously, the
untapped
potential
of
the
East
Germans
in the Asia-Pacific region. The
I would like to put this development
prosperity of thisregtan
isnota
into its true perspectiv~ P~cently, Milton is a tremendous asset to the world
economy.But it has almost been turned
Friedman, the Nobel Prize-winning
question
of tapping
greatnew
into debit, with the West German
economist, madean important statement:
Continued p6
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reserves o~ national reseurce~ or even
unskilled labour. It is not like the opening- Modemlsatlon of the Asia.Pacific
up of Africa in the nineteenth century.
Whatcounts in this regian
is skills.
he Asia-Pacific
region is
Australia is lucky in that its natural
entering the world economy
resources complementthis great regional
because it is passing through
surge in economicactivity. But ultimately,
the peculiar process sociologists
to participate fully in the Asia-Pacific
call modernisation.Its societies are being
boom,Australia has to get beyondnatural
forced to become more open and
resources altogether. I do not mean by
decentralised, less hierarchical and
that to rrepeat the conventional wisdom authoritarian. This is not just because of
that Australia has to go from extraction
the moral force of the democratic idea,
to pmeessing, from primary industries to
although China demonstrates that this
secondaryindustries. That thinking still
cannot be indefinitely denied. Openness
reflects a natural resources fmation, the
and lack of hierarchy are functional
fallacy that only tangible products are
necessities if any society is to absorb and
adapt, let alone advance, technological
Prosperity in this hemisphereis going
change
to be a great arch of skills, vanlting frem
The English-speaking world wrote the
Australia to the emerging economies of
book on modernisation.
Nowadays
the north. Australia ~ participate to the
medernisatian to a very large extent
really just amounts to Americanisatian.
extent that it develops its skills. In the
And this is something that Australia
case of the computer industry, for
understands and has showniteelf able to
example,it is a mistaketo focus on trying
handle easily. Australia has achieved that
to stimulate hardware manufacturing
very rare prize: freedom combined with
here by keeping imports out. That reflects
pelitical order. AndI think this is too
the natural resources f’mation again.
Instead, Australia should allow as many easily taken for granted. For that reason,
in the Asia-Pacific region, Australia has
imports as it can afford, to drive downthe
an historic role to serve beth as a model
cost of computerpowerand encouragethe
computerhackers. It is from this hacking and a guide ]h the extent that Australia
subcnltu~ that sot~vare products emerga can influence the emergingpowersof Asia
Andthat is an industry with vastly more " to follow the example of the Englishspeaking world, all of humanitywill be
potential than bolting widgets onto
circuit boards -- and an industry in which in its debt.
Australia is
at no competitive
disadvantaga

T

English as an Asset
inally, there is a third sense in
whichAust~ahais well-located -one of politics,
culture and
history.
Australia
is the
representative in this hemisphereof the
larger English-speakingworld. It is, and
should be much more so, the nexus
between the West and the emerging
economiesof East Asia.
The fact that Australia is part of the
English-speakingworld is a crucial asset.
English is the international language of
trade and technology. For this reason, as
well as because of recent history, English
will be the lingua franca of the AsiaPacific region. This is potentially a great
source of invisible earningsfor Australia.
Australian seboals and universities are
becondagnational profit~entres. Theyare
finding a rich market amongthe citizens
of the Asia-Pacific region whowant their
children to learn English and the waysof
the English-speaking
world. Such
invisible earnings are just as real as the
manufactureand export of physical goods.

British
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Asia-Pacific boomas Veniceprofited from
trade following along the ancient silk mad
into the Mediterranean.
I say Australia cou/d be the Venice of
the southern hemisphere because, as I
mentioned earlier, it is certainly not
beyond the scope of humanity to fumble
this opportunity. Obviously, Australia
must avoid West Germany’s mistake
Australians must learn to read the signals
of the marketif they are to identify and
exploit all the possibilities that are open
to them. Anything that interferes with
thosesignals -- tariffs, regulations,controls
-- will damageAustralia’s opportunity.
Fundamentally,Australia has to shift from
a defensive to an offensive approach.
There is a precise analogy to sailing a
yacht -- you can sail along slowly, being
content with slow but sure progress. Or
you can spread your sails and catch the
winds. It takes intelligence and quick
reflexes. But it is faster. Andmorefun.
Ontop of which there is this further
point: Whenthe wind blows strongly
enough,it will capsize you anyway-- even
if your sails are furled. And some of
Australia’s
protected and obsolete
industries are already shipping water.
Let me make a pemonal confession hera
Thirty years ago, I assumedwith a lot of
other people that governmentcould and
should intervene, that market forces can
be contained and controlled. But in my
ownbusiness I have learned the hard way.
Wedo not have the predictive powers it
wouldrequire, and there is the question
of moral hazard. Our efforts too easily
becomecorrupt and self.servin~

The Venice of the South
ummarming
my view on
Australia,
the tyranny of
distance has been abolished.
is no longer on the
periphery. It ih nowstrategically located.
It has the potential to becomea great
cultural
and commercial entrepot.
Australia could be the Venice of the
southern hemisphere-- profith~ from the

Newspapers

saw this process at work in British
newspaper~ Unions, managements
and government effectively
collaberatsd in an attempt to contain
and control changa This was strangling
the industry. Since we opened it up, by
moving our printing operations to
Wappingand finally introducing the
called new technology, there has been a
silver age in British journalism with more
newspapers and better jobs for everyone
Television is a classic exampleof a wind
of change that cannot ultimately be
containedor controlled by regulation, that
will one day capsize all mediabusinesses
that try to ignore it -- or be immensely
beneficial to the companiesand countries
that catch it in their sail~
In conclusion, the Asia-Pacific region
offers the potential for a newupsurge of
global economicgrowth. Australia has the
opportunity to becomethe Venice of the
southern hemisphere~ But it must learn
Continued page 23
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Recent

Cases

A roundup of recent cases ~rom Australia
Freedom of communication
n 30 September 1992,the High
Court handed down its
masons for holding that the
Political
Broadcast and
POlitical Disclosures Act was invalid. The
A~ amended the Broadcast/rig Act by
imposing a ban on political advertising
during elections on television and radio,
and forcing television stations to provide
flee advertisingfor political parties during
elections. The decision, together with the
Nationwide News case (see below), has
been celebrated as a watershed in
Australian constitutional history.
A majority of the High Court held that
freedomof cemmunicationis essential to
the system ~f representative government
as provided for in the Constitution and
therefore is necessarily implied in the
Constitution. However,one judge declined
to recognise the existence of" an implied
freedom of communication in the
Constitution. Significantly, all of the
judges who found it to be an implied
freedomheld that it was not an absolute
freedom and that it would be at times
necessary to weigh the competing public
interests, one of whichwouldbe the public
interest in fi’eedom of communication.
Only one of the judges was prepared to
go so far as to say that representative
parliamentary democracy, as embodiedin
the Constitution, implies a fundamental
right to frsedomof speech.
In relation to section 92, the Court held
that a law which incidentally restricts
movementacross State h~rdemwill not
offend section 92 so long as the means
adopted to achieve the real object of the
law are neither inappropriate nor dispmportionata The mainobject of the Act was
not to restrict broadcasting across State
borders, this was only incidental, and
therefore the ~ did not ~end section 92.
Significantly, the Court held that the
advertising time which breadcasters were
required to makeavailable to political
parties did not involve an acquisition of
property. This aspect of the decision has
potentially adverse consequences should
any Governmentseek to enact legislation
regulating advertising.
Dis~osuro of Jourmdists’ Sources

I

n Bacich v Australian Broadcasting
Corporation Mr Justice Brownie of
the NSWSupreme Court made
orders that the ABCand two of its
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and New Zealand

journalists be examinedin court as to the
identity or desm’iption of their sources
who supplied
them with relevant
information or documents about the
plaintiffs Orders also were madefor the
productiou of those documents which
revealed the identity or description of the
sources
The ABChad telecast a pregrarn in
relation to the affaim of the Bacichs’
company which had previously been
investigated by the Federal Police, the
Health Insurance Commission and the
ASC. The ABC’s reporters
made the
details of someof those inquiries public
The plalnt~ffs claimed the entitlement ts
bring proceedings against someperson or
persons whathey werenot able to identify,
in order to protect the confidentiality of
certain information.
The ABCand its employees conceded
that the "newspaperrule" did not apply
but submitted that the Court had the
discretion not to make an order for
preliminary discovery. The Court held
that there was a confidentiality attaching
to the relevant documentsand information,
and that that confidentiality was breached
by the wrongful conduct of the ABCand
its employees. The ABCand its employees failed to establish the defence of
iniquity, and so the orders were made.
The preceedinge have since been settled.

ing television stations fi~ombroadcasting
or publishing video tapes of interviews
between doctors and a "vampire"
murderer.
Theplalnff~ff was convictedof murderin
a case which achieved considerable
notoriety in the press as a "vampire"
murder. The plainffdFs public defender
authorised the makingof video tapes of
hypnotic sessions which were conducted
by a psychiatrist and a psychologist with
the plaintiff, to assist in the preparation
of her defenc~ The copyright in those
tapes vested in the State of Queensland
as employer of the makers of the tapes
and so the State of Queenslandwas also
plaint’ffi r in a separate action heard with
the first. The defendants were a number
of television stations who sought the
dissolution of injunctions granted to
restrain the broadcasting or publishing of
the video tapes.
The defendants submitted that the
proposed use of the tapes in an upcoming
television programwouldconstitute "fair
dealing" of the tape within the meaning
of the Copyright Act It was common
ground between the parties that the
playing of the tapes was an infringement
of the copyright, but that it was a good
dofence if there has been "fair dealing"
of the video tape, as defined in the
Copyright Act The broadcasters argued
that if a reasonabledefenceof fair dealing
was made out, then the injunction ought
to be dissolved. It was submittedthat the
fair dealing ~curmdwhenthe tapes were
played before the Mental Health Tribunal.
However,the Court held that the tapes
were sufficiently unpublished and that
their content had not yet passed into the
pubhc domain.Therefore, the broadcasters
failed to establish the defence of fair
dealing.
ABT Ucenslng Decisions

Fair Dealing with a Video in
News Reporting
n 19 August 1992 Mr Justice
White of the SupremeCourt of
ueensland declined
to
dissolvo iff~mctions restrain-

n its last week in September 1992,
the ABThanded down a number of
license decisions. These included
the grant of supplementary radio
licences in Cairns, Bundaberg and
Albary-Wedonga.There were no appeals
against these decisions. The Tribunal
decided to refer an inquiry into the
granting of a commercialradio licence to
serve Darwin to the ABA, which
commenced
operation on 5 October 1992.
Continued p8
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Contempt of Court
he NSW Court
of Appeal
recently handed down two
decisions finding that 2UE
Sydney Pty Ltd and Mr Alan
Jones had committedcontempt of court.
The fn~st two preceedings related to two
separate bmadcaste which were said to
amount to contempt of court for the
broadcasting of matter which was likely
or calculated or had a tendency to
~nterfore with the administrationof jnstice
m connection with the trial of a Mr
Killen. The NewSouth Wales Court of
Appeal held that Mr Jones had been
unaware of the pendency of the trial.
However,it considered that contempt of
court is committed when publication
creates a real risk of interferonco withthe
administration of justice, regardless of a
lack of intention. Onthe evidence it was
held that both broadcasts created a real
risk of interference with the administration of justice and therefore were in
contemptof court.

T

Review of Ad Time Standard
n 30 Septembor 1992, Mr
Justice French of the Federal
Court dismissed applications
by the Seven and Nine
Television Networks seeking judicial
review of the ABT’sdecision to make a
television program standard imposing
advertising restriction~
The applicants
alleged that the
Tribunal’s published reasons of its
decision in introducing the standard wore
inadequate and incomplete and in br~ach
of the Tribunal’s statutory duty to give
masonsfor its decision. In particular, they
submitted that the Tribunal failed to
properly consider the financial impact of
the standard on commercial television
licenssea They also contended that there
were elements of irrationality
and
unreasonableness in the decision, and
that the Tribunal failed to observe
procedural fairness as required by the
rules of natural justic~ Various factual
findings of the Tribunal were also
attacked on the basis that they reflected
or constituted a failure to take into
account relevant considerations or the
taking into account of irrelevant
considerations.
Mr Justice French found that the
Tribunal had discharged its duty of
carrying out a thorough investigation of
all matters relevant to the inquiry, as well
as its duty to consult with representatives
of the licenseea He also held that the
Tribunal demonstrateda rational basis for
8

its conclusions even though they involved
elements of evaluative and normative
judgment. He regarded the reasons for the
decision published by the Tribunal to be
sufficient and certain. He concludedthat
the applicants sought to attack the
Tribunal’s decision on an essentially
factual basin Further, they could not
succeed without involving the Court in a
process of review on the merits of the
findings of a specialist Tribunal in areas
in which the Tribunal has the relevant
expertise.
The applications
were
dismissed.

idea of a representative democracy. He
held that no law of the Commonwealth
can restrict the freedomof the Australian
people to discuss governments and
political matters unless the law is enacted
to fulfil a legitimate purpose and the
restriction is appropriate and adapted to
the fulfilment of that purpesa Therefore,
the right of freedom of speech may be
constrained to the extent necessary to
protect other legitimate interests.
However,it could not substantially impair
the capacity of, or opportunity for,
Australian people to form the political
judgments required for the exercise of
their constitutional function. Mr Justice
The Nationwide News Case
Brennanconsidered that the balancing of
the
protection of other interests (such as
n 28 August 1992, the Full
the
interests
of justice, personalreputation
IHigh Court of Anstralia made or the communiW’ssense of decency)
orders in relation to section
against
the freedom to discuss
299(1)(dXii) of Industrial
governments
and pelitical matters is,
Relations Act 1988, and held that it vcns
under
the
Constitution,
a matter for the
constitutionally invalid. The section
Parliament
to
determine
and for the
provides that it is an offence to use, by
Courts to supervise
writing or speech, "words calculated...to
Mr Justices Dearie and Toohey also
bring a memberof the Commissionor the
discussed
the implication of freedom of
Commission into disrepute, however
communication
in the Constitution. They
justified and true".
held
that,
in
the Constitution, which
The applicant, Nationwide NewsPty
incorporates
the
doctrine of representative
Limited, is the proprietor and publisher
government, there can be found an
of The Australian newspaper. An article
implication of ii~edom of communication
published by it contained "a virulent
attack on the integril?/ and independence of information and opinions about matters
relating
to the government of the
of the Arbitration Commissionand its
Commonwealths.
members". This was argued to be a
They held that a prohibition on the
reference to the Australian Industrial
communication
of well-founded and
Relations Commission and its members
relevant
criticism
of a governmental
under the present Act.
instrumentality or tribunal cannot be
justified as being in the public interest
merely because it is calculated to bring
the instrumentality or tribunal or its
roembers into disrepute. Rather, if the
criticism is well foundedand relevant, the
publication should be supported rather
than suppressed.
Madam Justice
Gaudron also
considered that the representative
parliamentary democracyembodiedin the
Constitution does not authorise laws
which impair or curtali freedom of
political discourse, althoughshe said that
that freedom is not an absolute one
This case, together with the freedom
of communicationcase, has been hailed
as a major devalopment of Australian
constitutional law. A fuller analysis of
the freedom of communication case
appears at page 16.
Several judges considered the existence
of an implied guarantee of freedom of
This edition of Recent Caseswas prepared
communication in the Constitution.
by Gillian Savill¢ a solicitor of Blake
Brennan J considered that freedom of
DawsonWaldron. Contributio~ to Recent
public discussion of government(including
Cases may be submitted to the Editor.
the institutions
and agencies of
government) is not merely a desirable
political privilege It is iraherent in the
Communications
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Shopping Centres and the
Investigative
Way-- Unbalanced
and Partial,
but not in Contempt
Anthony Mrsnlk examines another unsuccessful attempt to restrain
he Federal Court recently ruled
on the question of whether
material, proposed to be broadcast by The Investigators
program, was in contempt of civil proceedings underwayin the Federal Court.
In RT. Limited and Didus Ply Limited v
Australian Broadcasting Corporation,
(Federal Court of Australia 9 October
1992), Mr Justice French refused to
grant an application which sought to
restrain
the broadcast of certain
material argued to be a contempt.

script undoubtedlyconveys criticism by a
number of tenants of the conduct of
West~ld and tends to suggest a general
acceptance of those criticisms by the
presenters of the program’~His Honour
observedthat the case did not concern the
accuracy of the allegations
or the
impartiality
of the presenters, but
whether the material dealing with Mr
Theoklis should be restrained as a
potential contemptof court.
Effect

Westfleld complaints

of proposed broadcast

ssues censidemd by the Cour~ were
firstly the effect of the proposed
he Investigators proposed a
broadcast on Westfield in the
¯ based on complaints that
conduct of its litigation with Mr
it had received from tenants
Theoldis. Through affidavit evidence,
occupying pmralses in several
Westfield stated that a number of
Westfield Shopping Centre~ The comWestfield employees would be called to
plaints concerned variatians in rental,
dispute various allegations made by Mr
relocation and refurbishment requireTheoldi~ Further, if the ABCpublished
ments, the renewal of leases and alleged
material which followed those lines
oral representations made prior to the
indicated by the ABCduring the course
date of contract. Westfield management of telephone conversations and written
was approached for comment in midcorrespondence, then this wouldgenerate
September of this year. However, they
publicity adverse to Westfield. Westileld
argued that "the expectation of that
declined to commentin relation to one of
the complainants to the program, a Mr occurring would be a factor which would
Theoklis, who had recently instituted
be taken into account in deciding whether
proceedings in the Federal Court against
or not to maintain (Westfield’s) defence
Westfield seeking rehef pumuant to
the proceedings" instituted by Theokiis
MrJustice Frenchconsidered the relevant
sections 52, 53A and 80 of the Trade
Prast/ces Act. Westfield is defending the
authorities and decided that as Westfield
matter. Westfield sought assurances from were not to be subjected to the kind of
the ABCthat it would not broadcast
"media bath" described in CBAv Preston,
conclusions on those issues or materials
there was no evidence of a serious
possibility
that Westfiald would be
which assumedthat a particular version
deterred fi’om maintaining their defences
of the matter before the Courtis correct.
ff the proi~amwent to air.
Westfieldwas willing to discuss all other
non-confidential
matters involving
Potential witnesses
merchants in their centre~
Mr Theok~ commencedproceedings on
he effect on potential witness
19 August 1992. On 18 September 1992,
Foster J madevarious orders relating to
was also considered -- whether
the pleadings
and adjourned the
once interviewed for broadcast,
directions hearing to 30 October 1992. It
they would subsequently either
was not until late September that The
"soft-peddle" or "seek to vindicate
Investigators~ having finalised their
themselves". Given the length of time
transmission schedule, advised Westfield
until the trial (approximately 6 months)
of the revised date of the intended
and the requirement that the tendency to
broadcast. Westfieldthen soughtto restrain
affect the attitude of witnesses must be
certain material from being broadcast.
established, Mr Justice French held that
the evidence only demonstrated a
After examiningthe proposed script of
"theoretical" risk to witnesses
the broadcast, FrenchJ observedthat "the

T
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The Investigators

HIS Honour discussed the potential
effect uponthe impartiality of the court
with respect to jury trials and judge alone
trials The significant factor is whethera
publication criticisss witnesses so as to
"deter" or "influence" their acts. This
extends to criticisms of a party whichwill
be impugnedbecause of their possible
effect upon witnesses. 2b estabY~sh a
contempt, a party must be able to point
to something morn than speculation -they must show a "’concrete basis upon
which there is a serious possibility that
witnesseswill be affected in one wayor the
other by the publication
which is
impugned".
The need for balance
nother course in establishing
a contempt is whether media
prejudgment is such as to
bring pressure to bear on a
litigant to compromise claims brought
against it, as illustrated in the Sunday
Times~Thalidomide cas~ Mr Justice
French stated that the question
ultimately reduces to a balancing of the
competing public interests of the due
administration ofjnstice and the freedom
of public discussion. He was not satisfied
that a serious case of prejudice wouldbe
derived i~omthe impact of the publication
uponWestiield itself or other par~ies to
the litigation. His Honourfurther stated
that "in any event the bulk of the adverse
publicity affecting (Westfield)by publication
of the programwould arise whether or not
the specific reference to the Theoklis
complaint were included" and that such
effect would not be mitigated to any
significant
degree by requiring the
exclusion of the Theoklis segment.
Previous authority, as confirmedin this
case, lays downthat it is net a contempt
to publish material unless it has a real
or substantial tendency to prejudice
proeeedinga
In assessing
whether a real or
substantial tendency exists, the law
engages in a balancing of conveniences.
In this case, the balance favoured the
freedomof discussion -- even discussion
which the Judge said maybe "unbalanced
or disous~mnwhichlacks impartiality...".
AnthonyMrsnik is a Legal Offset with the
ABC.
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Forum I Censorship
Janet Stickland

or not the Office of
Film ~ Lite~,m,~ture Classification( OFLC)is beceming
increasingly heavy-handed
and censorious, I leave for othemto judge
A matter of specific concera to me, is the
octopus-like c~eep and expansion of the
powers of governmentregulatory bodies
such as the OFLC.
I am alarmed because the outstretching
of the tentacles reflects a return to the
protectionist, paternalistic and reonolithic
censorshipstructures of the past. It is also
a movementaway from the pluralistic,
diverse and tolerant value system which
Australians have espoused over the last
two decadea

Whether

Retrograde action

in the 1990s

argues that censorship creep Is taking over ]

book, ~/na/Exit, on the application of the
Right to Life movement.I do not believe
that it was intended that the relevant
Legislation wouldbe tumdto ban access by
adults to Fined ~ which is a beok about
euthanasia, not banned anywhereelse in
the world. I wonderif a book containing
information on abortion maybe similarly
banned.
The OFLC was given the power to
censor books and publications on behalf
of someof the States when,in 1988, John
Dickie became not only the Chief Film
Censor, but also the Chief Executiveefthe
Office
ef Film and Literature
Classification. The OFLCclaim that they
now have the power to censor literature
only because the State Attorneys General
gave them the power. That, of course, is
tru~ But what has not been made clear
is that they sought this power.In the last
two years they have also sought the power
to censor telephone information services,
computer games, clothing carrying
advertisements, television programs and
pay televis’~on.
Consistency and uniformity?
hey have claimed that their
experience in interpreting
community standards
in
relation to the classification of
film and video has given them the
expertise to be able to apply relevant
criteria based on cemmtmitystandards in
all the other areas just mentioned. They
argue there should be ceasistoney and
uniformity in the standards applicable to
all these different media and art forms.
However,no explanation or argumenthas
been given as to why the standards
applicable to the content of books, films,
television, pay TV, computer games and
advertising on clothing should be the

T

ain dismayed because the turning
back of the clock has not been
the subject of muchpublic discussion
and debate. Further, its retrograde
action has been positively assisted by the
agenda settere of the 1960s, whososecial
consciences have nowbeen lulled to sleep
by advancing age and its often attendant
conservatism.
The would-be agenda
setters, nowin their early 20’S, quite
Content standards should reflect the
understandably are more concerned with
flifferencss
in the needsand expectatinna
the importance of getting and keep’mga
of the consumer,the difference in target
job in a tough economic emdrenment,
than with focussing their attention on
such matters as freedom of speech, and
David Haines outlines the policy
the freedom to impart and receive ideas
and information.
In order to illustrate the phenomenon
0r some years now the term
censorship has been to a large
I call "censoret~pcreep", I wouldlike to
extent misleading. There are a
drawyour attention to the recent decision
numberof films (mostly sexually
of the OFLC
to ban the importation of the

l
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audiences, the d~fference in the ease of
accessibility to the productby children, and
mostimportantly,the difference in degreeof
choice able to be exemisedby the ceasuraer.
Where there is a maxLmumchoice of
program/product by the consumer, where
accessis restricted to adults only, and where
the nature or content of the product]program
is madeknownto the consumerprior to her
or his choice,the least restrict’lye regulatory/
censorship structure should apply. On the
other hand, wherethere is easy access by
children and least choice of program/product
by the consumer,and least warningas to the
nature or content d the pro~reduct, the
most restrictive regulatory environment
could legitimately be imposed.
Pluralistic

Approach

ut, if there is to be a consistent
uniform approach to the
setting of content standards,
the most restrictive
regime(being that of television) would
imposed. This would result in the
programstandards for televdsion applying
to, for example, films, books, telephone
information services and pay TV. Weneed
a pluralistic approach to the setting of
content standards which reflect the
differences betweenthe various art forms
and communication media in the same
way, for example, as different program
standards apply to radio and television.
In myopinion, attempts by government
agencies to impose consistency and
uniformity on the marketplace of ideas
and communication should be fn’mly
resisted. These values can lead to an
increasing intolerance of diversity,
unacceptable restrictions on permissible
forms of expression, and a r~jection of the
pluralistic values which, as a democratic
society, we have espousedfor at least the
past couple of decades.
Janet Strickland is a former Chief Censor.

of OFLC

I

explicit videos) and publications (most
often pamphlets g~ving instructions on
booby traps to kill or maim, or how to
convert an air gun into a rocket launcher)
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whichwe do ’~oan". However,our approach
reflects
the basic philosophy of
governmentthat adults in a free society
should be allowedas far as possible to see
what they wish, provided there are
safeguards to protect young people and
people are not exposed unwittingly to
material they mayfind offensive
To assist us to reflect
current
which are reviewed from time to time, in
light of perceived changes in those
standards endorsedby State and Territory
ministers. In addition to interpreting
these guidelines, the Office musttake into
consideration the particular provisions of
State, Territory and Commonwealth
legislation as it relates beth to videes for
sale or hire, films for public exhibition,
publications and material for importation.
Weat the Office are mindful of our
responsibilities in reflecting community
standards
and jealous
of our
independence. Nevertheless,
it is
important to rememberthat we classify
on behalf of the States under their
legislation. If Ministersask us to interpret
the classification guidelines relating to
violence morestrictly in responseto their
perception of cormmuuityconcerns, then
we must be responsive to their requests.

classifications, but little understandingof
what they meant or how they might be
used. It vras also clear that the peoplewho
were most concerned were parents,
particularly those with youngsters under
the age of about 13 or 14.
More censorship?
numberof issues relating both
to the classification
and
refusal of fihns and publications
have received
attention in the media over the last 12
months. These have been interpreted in
some quarters as an indication that the
Office is becoming more censoriou~
However, the number of cinema films
refused registration for importation by the
Board has remained fairly constant since
the introduction of video legislation in
1984.

A

Forum r

cover which depicted a youth stabbing a
young Burmese with a knife, only feet
fi’om the photographer.
I was somewhat nonplussed when I
asked a couple of acquaintances who I
knew had read that issue whether they
had noticed anything about the cover.
Theyreplied that they had not, but there
was an awful article on revenge inside
accompanied by a couple of totally
gratuitous and tasteless pbotographaOne
of these of course was a smaller version
of the cover which had not excited their
attention!
The observation that the Offce is
becoming increasingly heavy handed is
sorely tested by the level of complaintwe
have received in recent monthsabout the
classifications of the films Silence of the
Lambsand Cape Fea~, and at the release
of Amer/canPsychoand the edited vemion
of Henry-- Portrait of a Serial Killer.
Censorship and violence

s it oar place to respond to perceptions the commtmityhas that,
for example,violence in society is on
In the case of the book Final Exit an
the increase and can be attributed
adverse decision was made aider careful
to
material
on film and video? Should
consideration of legal advice relating to
these
perceptions,
whichdo not appear to
provisions of the Customs Prohibited
be
based
on
factual
evidence, be given the
Consumer advice
Import Regulation~ which make it an
same weight in oar delibemtioas as other
offence to import material whichinstructs
n addition to the classification
indicative
of community
in matters of crim~ This highly confused factors
symbols,the Office has, since 1989,
standards?
situation
was
resolved
after
an
appeal
was
assigned an additional consumer
In my view, cemmunity standards
lodged with the Film and Literature
advice line which indicates the
applicable
to films should be measuredby
Board of Reviewand upheld. The book is
strongest elements to be found in a
the
standard
of what a reasonable adult
now available
to adults,
and the
particular t’tim. Viewersnowhave access
would
find
acceptable within each
recommendation that it be declared a
to the information that a f~n is, for
classification,
bearing in mindthat each
prohibited import has been lig~d.
example,classified M, is recommended
for
classification gives a clear indication of
mature audiences over 15 years, and
the age group that the material is
contains, for example,high level violence
suitable for. This does not meanthat we
Censorship of literature
and medium level coarse language
are insensitive to the genuinely felt
Armedwith tiffs information, those likely
concerns of those whoask that films like
espits an extremereluctance to
to be offended by violence or coarse
The Lo~t Temptation of Christ or Henry
become involved with mainlanguagecan avoid seeing this film. State
-Portrait ofa Ser~/K///er be banned, but
stream literature, the Office is
legislation mqniringadvertising matter to
we would not be fulfilling
our
required to classify
all
carry this classification information has
responsibilities
if
knee-jerk
reactions
publications whichare submitted. For this
been introduced over the last two years.
dictated our decisions.
reason we found ourselves considering the
Although it is prominently displayed on
Welive in an age of ancertainty and
novel AmericanPsycho by novelist Brett
videos, it is disappointingthat it is olin
fear about the futur~ Older people, in
Easton Elli~ This was the frost book
missing or inadequately shownon cinema which might be described as literature to
particular, are seeking the certainties of
advertising.
be ceasidemdby the Office since Portnoy’s years gone by, they complainthat it is no
In its 1988 report the Joint Select
longer safe to go out at night, and seek
Complaint in 1971. While the Office
Committee
on Video Material
easy answers by pointing the finger at
considered that it was a legitimate
recommended that there should be a
films and videoa But violence in society
literary work, which did not warrant
Public Awareness Campaign to address
refusal, an unrestricted classification was is a complex issue and we at the Board
what it saw as widespread ignorance in
do not believe increased censorship is the
considered inappropriate because of the
the communityabout the classification
level of offensiveness and because it was answer.
system. Prior to embarking on this
unsuitable for perusal by minors.
campaign, the Office conducted research
It was with some trepidation that we
to establish what the cemmunity knew recently took a call from a journalist
and understood about the system. This
enquiring whether The Bulletin of that
David Haines is the DeputyChief Censor,
research demonstrated that there was a
weekhad been classified by us. The cause
Office
of Film and Literature
fair degree of awareness of the
Classificatior~
of the enquiry was the illustration on the
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Cathy Robinson examines film

censorship

want to explain why censorship
and classification issues matter to
the Australian Film Commission
("AFC"). Someof the AFC’s most
visible activities are investments in
specific film and television projecta Recent
examplesinclude Proof, The C-rod Woman
of Bangkok and Black HarvesL

I

AFC concerns
ut we are not just a cash
dispenser for filmmakers.
Film is about communicating
audience and reception are
fundamental to its creation of meaning.
Our film culture encompasses the whole
environmentin whichfilms and television
programs are made, distributed
and
watched~The censorshipand classification
system is central to that environment
because it partly determines whether and
in what circumstances audiences are able
to watcha film.
Very broadly, the AFCrecognises that
Parliaments will seek to prohibit or
qualify access to certain kinds of films and
televisions programaHowever,we believe
the focus of censorship and classification
policy should be to inform audiencesabout
their viewing choices rather than to
circumscribe those choices. Question,s of
violence, sexuality, racism and others need
to be explored by our film and television
programmakeraViolent, patriarchal and
racist societies do not change if those
qualities are hidden t~omour cinemaand
television audience&

betweenindividual freedomand sociallyimposedrestriction too far in favour of
restriction.
We oppose the recommendation to expand, the clase~fiable
media to include clothing and computer
programs and possibly audio material.
Although these fall outside the AFC’s
direct areas of responsibility, they are of
concern because they represent
substantial changesto censorship policy.
No detailed evidence is provided in
support of this recommendation.The AFC
has real concerns about the further
encroachmentof censorship requirements
into newareas of creative activity.
A second area where we believe the
ALRC has gone too far is in its
recommendation
that
radio
advertisementsfor a film or video include
a statement of the film’s dnssification and
other consumer advice. I support
consumeradvice in television and print
advertising.
But on radio such a
requirement would create an tmnecessary
but costly and jarring intervention into
programmingfor the sake of information
which most people will see anyway.

Pay Television
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ay television is forcing us to
confront overlaps across
cinema, video viewing and freeto-air television. In doingso, we
should not rush to a single classification
system, if it ignores the fundamental
differences betweenthese forms of viewing
and the audiences which undertake them.
Further, I am concerned about howthe
ABAmight use its new powers to hear
complaints
against the nationaI
broadcasters, the ABCand the SBS. The
ABThad a role only in relation to the
commercial broadcasters. Now, the ABC
and the SBS, two broadcasters who are
most responsible
for intelligent
exploration of the limits of public taste,
mayfind themselves increasingly unable
to make their ownjudgments about their
own audiences.
The ABAcannot help but pull these
services towards a singular notion of the
televisivn audience Most monopoliesneed
to be resisted -- a monopoly
of public taste
or communityattitudes might be one of
the more insidious.

p

ALRC Report
wosig~fificant matters in which
we have taken a recent interest
are the Aust~an Law Reform
Commissions Report into
Censorship Procedure and the recent
replacement of the Bmadcast/ngAct1942
with the BroadcastingServices Act 1992.
The ALRCreport contains a number of
proposals which we welcome. Most
importantly, we strongly support the idea
of a natiot~al film classification system.
This should simplify the day-to-day
administration of this area and also
facilitate potential rule changes. Wealso
support the need for a continuing public
awareness campaign conducted by the
Office of Film and Literature
Classification.
Weare not so enthusiastic about some
other recommendations. ,as a general
point, I think the Reporttilts the balance

reflected in its provisions. Fortunately, we
still
have Australian content and
children’s programmingrequirements for
commercialtelevision.
Oncensorship and classification issues
too, laissez-faire attitudes give way to
intervention.
While the detail of
"Australian content" and "children’s
programs"standards -- someof the things
which are to be encouraged-- are lei~ to
the regulatory authority to sort out, thero
is lots of guidanceabout the things which
are to be discouraged
or banned
altogether.
Its not that programs portraying
violence, sex or racial vilification or other
related issues do not deserve the
regulator’s and the Parliament’s careful
attention. Recent ABTresearch shows
viewers are concernedabout these issues:
47%are very concerned about violence,
29%about abusive language, 22%about
sex scenes and 17% about nudity,
although a much higher proportion -76%-- believe that television "doesn’t
concern them" since they can always turn
it off. The level of concern deserves a
response, and a careful one However,the
BroadcastingServices Act showsno overall
sense of programregulation and cultural
policy as a set of interventions to create
and diversify viewingchoice&To me, that
reflects a disturbingly limited view of
what television should be doing,

Broadcasting Services Act
he philosophyof the Reportis to
ask whyshould we be any less
interventionist in one market
than in another market selling
similar products? A different approach
seems to be taken in the new
BroadcastingServices Act. It asks whywe
should be any moreinterventiorfist in one
market than another similar one selling
similar products? But, significantly, the
legislation’s announced enthusiasm for
less regulatory approaches is not always

T
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of People Richard Walsh has claimed
publicly that he is aiming the magazine
deliberately at what he calls "the working
class maid’. In myview, his target is a
somewhatdifferent one: meneflow social
such societies have very low levels of
status, whose jobs and environment give
reported, but muchhigher levels of actual
rape (for example, Sweden, where 87.7% themlittle support for their self-esteem,
but who need such support. Walsh
of accusedrapists are freed by the courts).
provides them with seme~neto look down
Where the likelihood
of getting a
on. Nomatter howmenial their position,
conviction in court is low, reporting tends
the readem of People can reassure
also to be low Again, the open society
themselves that they are above fifty
argument does not explain cases where percent
of the humanrace -- the female
the availability
of pornography has
fiity pement. The KuKlux Klan provides
subsequently been restricted,
to be
its memberswith a disturbingly similar
followed by a drop in rape rates, such as
feeling of superiority.
Hawaii in the mid-70s.
In a society
where women are
Sooner or later, the free speech debate
demonstrably unequal, we must ask ourmust consider the issue of women’srights,
selves whether the freedom to publish,
the issue of whether a pornographer’s
promote and sell such magazines is a
right to make a buck is more important
violation of women’sopportunities, and
than a woman’sright not to be raped. The even their right to be treated as haman
issue includes male and child rape, and
beinga If it is, then howdo we resolve this
even murder, but female rape has reached clash of competing rights?
such astronomicallevels that, in myview,
The distinction
between word and
we must address it. Extrapolating from
image is intrinsic to any discussion of
the 1991 Bureau of Crime Statistics
"freedomof speech", a notion traditionally
figures for reported rape in NSWand
linked with words. Whatof the pewer of
estimates by the NSWSexual Assault
the visual image, whether photographic
Committee,ever a lifespan of 75 years, a
or increasingly film? Psychological
womanhas at least one chance in eight
research showsthat print is processed by
ef being raped. I mentioned this to a
the analytical, rational lei~ side of the
group I was addressing recently, saying
brain, but visual material by the holistic,
creative fight sida Needwe be concerned
that, on these statistics, three of themin
the room would get raped during the
about media that requires no "transcourseof their lives -- and aiterwardsthree
lation" (as does abstract print), and that
are processed with perhaps little input
af themcameforwardto confessthey already
had been raped. Oneis lef~ to wonderhow from rationality?
manydid not come forward.
A shifting debate
Debasement of women
he debate has shitted. The world
major problem in dealing with
of the 90s is not the worldof the
this issue is the confusion
60s. It is about time that all
between the erotic and the
of us started trying to grapple
debasing It is simple and easy
with the issues that confront free speech
to dismiss those efus with concerns about
now." with the meaningof "free speech",
pornographyas wowsem:
stick on a label,
and the fact that it does not exist in a
and you can deride and dismiss the
vacuum
but competes with other
wearer. But the sort of material I am
freedoms,
with our duty to our children,
concerned about primarily involves the
with
the
rights and opportunities of
subjugation of women, with violence
women,and with the power of the image
rather than sex -- or, morndungeronsly,
Polarisation into opposite rigidities on
with violence as sex. The image that
this
fundamental democratic freedom can
finally pushed me to propose myBill was
only thwart mlevapt debate and risk a
the People magazine cover in February
political resolution that is muchless than
this year showing a naked womanon all
fours on a dogcollar on a tight leash, with
optimal. Nor is it enough to argue, as
commentators such as l~illip Adamsand
the caption "Covergirl WOOF:
More Wild
Anhnals Inside". The message here was
Richard Neville have done, that "this is
about woman’splace in the world, as was
all terrible, and something needs to be
the message on the following cover of
done, but we cannot contemplate
People: a photo of a naked womanon her
censorship" (or words to that effect),
back covered in bruises, with the caption
without suggesting what the "SOmething"
"Lightning Strips Golf Stunnas".
might be MyBill is not about censsmhip_
adults will still be able to buy what they
Magazines like People and P/cture
specialise in images of naked womenas
boughtbefore -- but so far censorshipseems
to be the only suggestion on the table
animals, as tables, as objects and things.
The language used about women is
Dr MarleneGoldsmith is a memberof the
similarly depersonalising. Publisher
NewSouth Wales Legislative Council.

Ma~ene Goldsmith argues for restdcUens on some material
now generally available
n 4 March1992, I gave notice
of motion in the Legislative
I Council of my intention to
bring in a Bill for the
Protection of Children from Indecent
Materials. Nevertheless, I am a product
of the 1960s"an era whenwe had to fight
to madworksof literature, and I was part
of the fight. Thoseof us whoare products
of that thne are probably mornresistant
than most to the tyrannies of censomhip.
For meto reach the position represented
by myBill has taken muchsoul seamhin~
Simply to state that the pendulumhas
swungtoo far in the direction of liberty
is inacourata Rather, in myview themare
somefundamentalissues that simply have
not beencanvassedin the censorshipdebate.
Responsibility to children
irst, there is society’s responsibility to protect its children.
DavidHaines has stated the role
of Chief Censor as being a
reactive rather than pmactive one That
concernsme, becauseI believe society does
have a msponsihility to its children.
Ideally, that responsibility belongs to
parents, but all of us knowinstances of
children watching television until eleven
p.m. or midnight.
Second, them is the nature of freedom
itself. "Freedomfor" must also imply the
concept of "freedomflora", or the concept
is meaningless. A valid question is
whether certain materials
which a
substantial numberof people consider to
be offensive should be exposedin public
places, where they cannot be avoided.
Somepeople do not want to see photos of
naked women in demeaning positions
displayed in shop windowaThese people
are entitled to their rights as well. If we
expect parents to safeguardtheir children,
how can they when such materials are
prominently and publicly displayed?
Human rights
hird, there is another fundamental humanright: the right
to physical integrity.
The
increasing amount of research
showinglinks between, for instance, the
availability of pornographyand the level
of rape in various states and countries
ought to be of concern. Themare still
manywhodispute this connection, but it
is becomingmore difficult to do s~ The
argument that an open society, where
pornographyis freely available, is one
where rape is much more likely to be
reported falls downon two counts. Some
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Julle Stelner Gives a PubllshePs Perspective

n Sense and Censoring Michael
Pollack suggests that the "prevention of a person fi’om freely
expressing his or her views is
violence". The issue for publishers
commencedin earnest in 1455, with the
first beok ever printed using movabletype
-- the Gutenberg Bible By 1521 the Holy
RomanEmperorprohibited the printing,
sale, possession, reading or copying of
Martin Luther’s works.
Controlled Freedom?,
n Australia the subjugation of
thought, through stringent censorship and draconian defamation laws
has existed throughout 200 years of
white settlement. The tenor of Australia’s
defamation laws was defined by one of
NSW’s earliest
Solicitor-Generals,
WilliamFoster, whostressed the need for
restraint of free speech: "’Properly
maintained,I look upona free press as the
fountain of all good,but whenit is allowed
to run wild, as it has dons too ling in the
colinie~ it is a pes~ worsethan Pandora’s
box’~
This sense of a controlled freedom,of a
pres~ibed liberelism, is an important and
unresolved issue in the 1990’~ The
dilemma over censorship is summedup
in Article 10 of the Europea~Convention
of Human
Righta It starts off full of good
intentions:
"Everyons has the right to freedom of
expression. This right shall include
freedom to hold opinions and to receive
and impart information
without
interference by public authority and
regardlessof frentiers’~
Then the Convention appears to have
second thoughts:
"Theeaercise of these frsedorr~since it
carries with it duties andresponsibilities,
may be subject to such formalities,
rendition.~ restrictions or penalties as are
prescribed by law and are necessary in a
democratic sveie~, in the interests of
nat~nal securi~ territorial integrity or
public safely, for the prsventionof disorder
or crime for the protection of health and
morals, for the protectionof the reputation
or rights of others, for preventing the
disclisure of information received in
confidencgor for maintainingthe authority
or impartiality of the judiciary".
The constraints on free speech are
rarely determined by any democratic
process and seem, by this eonventian, to
be constraints on the dissemination of a
14

fact/non-fiction,
or the impact of a
fiction/an influence
The Publisher’s

Perspective

ook publishers, though losing
some influence to the popular
and powerful
reach of
television, radio, cinema and
magazines, still have the ability to
hffluence thought and feeling: Their once
held monopoly on information has been
lost and replaced by a rare monopolyof
permanenc~
Since the book began, censorship has
been with it. The issue for publ’rshamis
not only "Are we for or against
censorship"?.Rather, given that censorship
is iustitufionalised, the questions are how
we identify the real issues and debate
them in the social context of the 80s
and 90s.

B

Issues In the 1990s
wouldlike to identify briefly what
I believe to be the 1990schallenges
to free expression,l~irstly, libel, of
which John Lawrence, the President
of the AJAwrote in 1983, "Defamation
laws in Australia assume that knowledge
is dangerous,that ignoranceis safor than
information and that there can be an
informed society
by encouraging
suppression’~ The need for the public to
have a "right to know" needs to be
analysed in two parta The right can never
be challenged, but if it is to be protected
from falsehood, what is knowncan and
should be challenged.

I

Forum
Secondly, obssenity -- since the Lady
Chatterly trial in 1961, moral earnpaignem
have been able to question the effect of
fiction on the basis that it may"tend to
deprave and corrupt persons who are
likely, having regard to all relevant
circumstances, to read, see or hear the
matter containsd or embodiedin it". This
is nowmoreoften linked to pornography.
Wehave to ask whether pornography is
a symptom or a cause of some men’s
mistreatment of and violence towards
women, and whether it differs from
eroticism. Ironically D.H. Lawrencewrote
that "even 1 would censor pornography,
rigorously’:
Anotherissue is the incitement of racial

hatred. In every nation there are terms
of abuse for outsiders and foreigners,
frequently the first step to greater
brutalities.
But what are the
consequencesof trying to prevent people
expressing their prejudice in this way?
Terrorism, war and lack of control over
disclosure, also represent key areas where
publishers must take a position. In
Western Europe, terrorism has been the
pretext for some of the most stringent
restrictions,
"Truthis the fu’st casualty of -~tr" is
an old saying, Every governmentcensors
euphemises killin$ Examplesinclude the
Pentagon Papers in 1971, Mrs Thatcher
wanting a "good men’s war" in the
Falklands in 1982 and the CNNcoverage
of the Iran]Iraq conflict which sereiy
hindered publishers’ access to the truth.
Finally, the 1980s revealed a powerful
censorship -- the lack of disclosure by
banks, governments and business. The
official elites werenot obliged to disclose
information. The 1990s will not easily
overcomethis secial -Aolenc~
In sttmmary, censorship never dies, but
just changes its form. Timesand morality
chmageHistory showsus that J.S. Mill’s
hope in OnLiberty, that the abolition of
censorship was imminent, was a false or~
However,the philosophical heirs of Mill
must take heart, the boundaries are being
challenged, manyvictories are achieved
and ultimately censorship is forced to
change its faca
Julic Steiner is the Gensral Managerof
ABCEnterprises and a Board Memberof
the Australian
Book Publishers’
Association.
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Privileged

Communications

Queensland Attorney General Deane Wells revisits
number of professions have
ethical rules whichrequire certain communications between
the professional and certain
other parties to be kept secret. Theclergy,
the medical profession and journalists all
subscribe to codesof ethics whichsay that
in certain circumstances communications
cannot be divulged, evento a court of law.
The code of ethics of the medical
profession even spells out that in certain
circumstances the medical practitioner
will have to make a decision as to
whether to divulge information or to go

A

tojail.

The law however recognisos leffal
professional privilege, but describes this
as a privilege whichis vested in the client
not in the lawyer. It is clear at any rate
that the legal system, as we know it,
would be unworkable if clients did not
have that privilege
at law. The
assumption that a person is innocent
unless proven guilty and the propesition
that a~ accused person should not be
found guilty unless admissible evidence
is available to prove that peman’sguilt,
together require that a client mustbe able
to have confidential discussions with a
legal advisor to determine what evidence
in his or her interests can be put before
the court.
Conflicting principles
he question of privileged communication has become one of
heightened
interest
in
Queenslandsince the jailing of
a journalist earlier this year for refusing
to divulge the source of conlidential
information. That event highlights a
problem which needs to be addressed on
a national scale There are two conflicting
principles at staka The first is that
honourable men and womenshould not
be required to go to jail merelyfor acting
in accordance with the code of ethics of
an honourable profession. The second is
that no person should be judge (and jury)
in their ov~l cause by denying the court
access to part of the truth which is
essential to the just determination of a
case before it. Just to spell this antimony
out a little further -- it is all very well
if the professional claimingconfidentiality
~f communication
is telling the truth. In
such cases ~he professional (whetherit be
a clergyman, a doctor or a journalist)
should not have to reveal sources.
However, on the other hand, unless the

the Issue of privileged

sources are revealed, howcan the court
knowthat the professional is telling the
truth? And, of course, courts can only
convict someone, or fmd them liable, on
the basis of what has been proved -- not
on the basis of what somebody,using the
shield of a code of ethics, asks the court
to take on faith.
A middle ground?
ne might have thought that
there would be some middle
I ground here that everybedy
could, with comfort, occupy.
Surely it is possible for the law to
recognise ethical constraints
upon
professionals, while still maintainingthe
position that whatever part of the whole
truth whichis essential for the delivery
ofjnstice should not be withheld f~omthe
court. The debate has, I think, becometoo
pelarised, with two sides standing firm on
immovableground. Journalists and the
mediaargue that their professional ethics
cannot be compromised, and the legal
communityargues that journalists should
not regard themselves as above the law.
Judicial commenton the subject has not
always been conducive to promoting an
equitable compremis~For example, the
High Court has said:
"The recognition of an immunity from
disclosure of sources of informat~nwould
enable irresponsible persor~ to shelter
behind anonymou~ or even ]~itious
Undoubtedlythere are liars and crooks
in every profession. Clerics, doctors,
lawyers, journalists and even politicians
would all admit that there are, among
their number, corrupt persons or persons
capable of being corrupted. But this
should not prevent the recognition of codes
of ethics subscribed to by members of
those honourable profession~ The fact
ttmt some journalists do sometimesmake
up fictitious sources for their stories
should not, by itself, be a bar to the
recognition that journalists havea codeof
ethics to which the law should have
regard, whenjustice will allow that to be
done
An interesting judgment along these
lines was advanced by Lord Denning
"It seemsto me that the journalists put
the matter much too high. The only
profession that I know which is ~ven a
privilege from disclosing information to a
court of law is the legal profession, and
then it is not the privilege of the lawyer,
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but of his client. Take the clerg~mar~the
banker or the medical mar, Noneof thsse
is entitled to refuse to answera question
whendirected to by a judge Thejudge will
respect the confidence which each member
of these honourableprofessions receives in
the courseof it, andwill not direct him to
answerunless not only is it relevan~ but
also a proper and indeed necessmy
question in the person entrusted, on behalf
of the communityto weighthese conflicting
interests -- to weighon the o~s hand the
ultimate interests of the communit2g,in
justice being done or ... a proper
investigation being madeinto these serious
allegatlan~If the judge determinesthat the
journalist must answer, ~zen no privilege
will avail him to refuse"
Lord Denning’s remarks were made in
the context of what is possibly a slightly
different commonlaw tradition from
Australia, and latterly a different
statutory environment. It does, however,
represent an emphasis which I think it
wouldbe desirable for Aastm]ianlaw also
to highlight.
Review of contempt laws
he Standing Committee of
Attorneys General is currently
examining the law relating to
contempt of court, and the law
of evidence, with a view to draining
uniformstatutory provis~onsto be adopted
by all jurisdictions. Onespecific matter
which is under consideration is the
question of whether a judge should be
capable, at law, of dealing with contempt
of his or her owncourt. The argumentis
that a judge who perceives contempt to
have been committed, shoald not then
determine whether such contempt has
been committed. The argument is that
this makesthe judge a judge in his or her
owncaus~ That, of ceurso, is contrary to
the principles of natural justice Another
matter which will be reviewed is the
question of the recognition to be granted
to codes of professional ethica The United
Kingdom and New Zealand statutos~
whichreflect a policy whichis also evident
in the remarks of Lord Denning which I
quoted above, are on the table
It wouldbe useful at this point to recur
to an earlier them~ Legal professional
privilege is said to be the privilege of a
client not of the lawyer. In addition legal
professional privilege is crucial to the
effective functioning of the legal system.
Please turn to page 23
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Freedom of political
speech under
the Australian Constitution
lan McGill reviews the freedom of speech case widely recognlsed as a turning point In
Australian constitutional history
he decision of the HighCourt in
An.carl/an Cap/ta/Te/evis/on Pry
Limi~d v The Commonwealthis
one efthe most significant cases
in the recent history of the Court, Indeed,
as a participant, I wouldlike to think the
most significant in terms of constitutional
interpretation since the Engineers case
overturned the doctrines of reserved State
powemand intergovernmental immunity.
In the arguably legalistic En~neers
case, the High Court insisted that the
words of the Constitution be given the’~r
ordinary, natural meaning without
makingvague and subjective implications
based on some unstated concept of
federalism.
In Australian Capital
Te/ev/sion the Court by majority found, in
the written text of the ComCd~tution,an
implied guarantee of freedomof political
cemmunicetionarising from the principle
of responsible government. By majority,
the whole of Part IIID of the Br~dcast/ng
Act ("the AdBan provisions") was found
invalid as inconsistent with the implied
guarantee. Apart from Measrs Justices
Deane and Toohey (who wrote a joint
judgment ) all majority judges wrote
separate judgments taking slightly
different approachesto the derivation of
the guarantee and, most importantly, its
content. Althoughresoundingly rejecting
the implication
of a guarantee of
freedom of communications, Mr Justice
Dawsondid admit the existence of a
more limited constitutional implication.

T

An outrageous Act
omecynics fred it difficult to
an~d how the existence of
an implication
has been
~ uncevemdin 1992. In
answer, it was not until 1992 that the
legislature
decided to introduce
outrageous legislation
which risked
distorting the electoral process and
thereby interfering with representative
democracy. Another answer is that the
Constitution is not merely an Act of the
Imperial Parliament but an instrument
capable of development in step with
Ans~alia.
Constitutional interpretation is neither
a simple nor scientific exercis~ With
regard to imphedl’mfits on Federal power
16

it is a most difficult exercise indeed. On
the one hand, the Court has (despite some
nonsensical cerement on the case by some
Senators recently) the undoubted power
to declare invalid laws of a demecra~cally
elected Parliament. Onthe other hand, it
must maintain the credibility
and
legitimacy of judicial review.
For this reason the HighCourt tends to
proceed not by revolutionary or sweeping
stepa It proceeds incrementally and
usually says no merethan is necessary to
dispose of the case before it..4ccordingly,
the repercussions of the implication of a
freedom of political cemmunication are
tentalisingly unclear in some respecta
The legislation
he effect
of the Ad Ban
provisions was to exclude the
use of radio and television
during election periods as a
mediumfor political campaigning. Even
their use for the disseminationof pohtical
information, cemment and argument and
as a forum of discussion was prohibited
(a) Section 95Apermitted the bmadcesting
of news and current affairs items and
talk back radio prsgramraes;
(b) Division 3 of the Act porraltted flee
election broadcasts; and
(c) Division 4 permitted the broadcasting
of policy launchea
There were someelements of the ~t Ban
provisionsthat clearly troubled the majority
of the HighCourt. Firstly, the discriminatory
way in which the fi~e-time provisions
operated was disturbing. The statements by
the Minister in his SecondReadingSpeech
werenot lost on the Court. Therewas a very
substantial elementof "jockeying the boys
home"in the flee-time provisions~f youwere
not a peliticaI party or, evenif yonwere,and
you werenot already representedin l~arliameat, the frse-time rights were ilinsory.
Secondly, the Commonwealthargued
that the ban did not inhibit broadcasting
of news and current affairs items, talkback radio programs and announcements
affecting mattersof specific publicinterest.
However, the mg~ority of the Court had
obvious and considerable difficulty in the
Parliament preferring one form of lawful
electoral cemmunicaff~on
ever another.

The proceedings
galvanising force behind
Aus~’alian Capital Television
was the Nine Network. There is
some [reny in this because the
Nine Network’s last brush with the
Constitution and the High Court (in
Miller v TCNChannel Nine Ply Limited)
appeared to dampenany possibility of an
implied right of freedom of movementor
cemmunication. However, in Austral/an
Capital Television the dec’~mnin Miller
was explained away as proceeding on the
narrow ground of rejecting an implied
guarantee operating in the very area of
the express guarantee in Section 92 of the
Constitution.
The television stations sought interlocutory injunctions on 14 January 1992
restraining
the Commonwealth from
enferdmgor causing to be enforced the Ad
Banprovisions and, in the alternative, an
expedited hearing of the action. The proceedings were heard by the Chief Jnstica
At the time of the interlocutory
proceedings elections current or in
prospect were:
(a) the by-election for the NowSouth
Wales Electoral District of The
Entrance (for which the polling day
was 18 January 1992);
(b) the election of the Houseof Assembly
in Tasmaniafor whichthe polling day
was 1 February 1992; and
(c) an ordinary ele~ion for the Legislative
Assemblyfor the Australian Capital
Territory to be held on 15 February
1992.
The eight plaintiffs had been carefully
selected in order to have standing in
relation to each of those elections.

The

The arguments
he arguments advanced by the
plaintiffs wore that the AdBan
provisions censtituted a centravention of:
(a) an implied guarantee of a freedom
cemmunicationin rela~muto pohtical
and electoral processes;
(b) the express guarantee of freedom
intercourse in Section 92 of the
Constitution;
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(c) an implied guarantee of freedom
communication arising from the
commoncitzenship of the Australian
people;
(d) the implied prohibition against
Commonwealth
interference with the
capacity of a State to funcffto~; and
(e) the express Constitutional guarantee
of acquisition of pmpertyonly on just

Interlocutory relief
t is notoriously difficult to obtain
interlocutory relief in constitutional
case~ The Court, without compelling
grounds, will defer to the enactment
of the legislature
until the final
determination of the matter. However,the
commercial television stations drew
comfort ~omstrong statement~ by the
Chief Justice in his decision on the
injunction
proceedings
that the
argumentsraised by the plaintiffs merited
the attention of the Full Court.
With the benefit of hindsight, however,
I believe that the television stations went
within millimetres of an interlocutory
injunction. While we had put before the
Chief Justice evidence that the affected
licensees wouldsuffer a material adverse
effect on their revenuesas a result of the
ban, we were unable to quantify that
revenuebecause(in a legislative error) the
Commonwealth
had not -- at the time the
proceedings commenced -- gazetted
regulations implementingthe ban. Without
the regulations, and the calcula?(lonof free
time that had to be broadcast, wecould not
conclu~lvely ~ detriment. In any event
an expedited hearing of the action was
ordered and the matter was set downfor
hearing in March1992.

I

The decision
ll Judges on the Court found
the
existence
of a
Constitutional implication
derived from responsible
Government. The most narrow was Mr
Justice
Dawson. To his mind the
Constitution provides for a Parliament
directly chosen by the people and that
must meana "true choice". Accordingly,
an election affected by legislation that
denied electors access to the information
necessaryfor the exercise of a true choice
"is not the kind of election envisagedby the
Coastitutio~: wouldbe "incompatible with
the Constitution" and would(presmnably)
be invalid. A slightly broader position was
taken by Mr Justice McHugh. Having
regard to the provisions
of the
Constitution relating to represontaff~ve
and responsible Government,"’the people

A

have a Constitutional right to conveyand
receive opinions,
arguments and
information concerningmatter intended or
likely to affect votingin an election for the
Senate or the Houseof Representatives’~
To Mr Justice
Brennan,
the
Constitution
impiied a freedom of
discussion of political and economic
matters essential to maintain the system
of representative
Government in the
Constitution.
Messrs Justices Deane and Toohey
characterised the implication as a freedom, within the Commonwealth,of communication about matters relating to
the Government of the Commonwealth
and of the States and of all levels of public
Government within the Commonwealth.
The extension of the implica~mnto all
throe levels of Governmentis significant
and was supported by the Chief Justice, Mr
Jffstice Mason.To the Chief Justice, the
implication was constituted by a.freedom
of communication
about public affairs and
political discussion at all levels of
Government.Such discussion was, in the
Chief Justice’s mind, indivisible.
To her Honour Justice Gaudron, the
Commonwealth’s
legislative power did net
extend to the making of laws that
"impairedthe full flow of informationand
ideas on matters falling within the area of
political discourse".
In finding the AdBanprovisions invalid
the ma’yarity proceeded with due regard
and deference to the objectives of the
Parliament referred to abeve~ Having
found the Constitutional implication, it
was nece~a:¢ then to test the legislation
against the implication. That is, to
ascertain the extent of the restriction on
the implied guarantee of freedom of
political discussion, to examine the
interests served by that restriction and to
examine the proportionality
of the
restriction to the interest served. Those
Judges in the majority who found that
the Ad Ban provisions were invalid,
necessarily found that the provisions were
out of all proportionto the interest or the
aims sought by the Parliament.
implications
hether or not the freedom
of political
discussion
amounts to an individual
fight awaits to be seen.
Clearly the freedomis not absoluta There
are many restrictions
on the
dissemination of ideas and information
and in each case the question is whether
the burden is disproportionate to the
competingpublic interest. For example,
them is a clear public interest in the
protection of reputation and any State or
Commonwealthlaw conferring the fight
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to protect that reputation wouldclearly
be valid.
Undersection 106 of the Constitution
the Constitutions of the States are subject
to the Federal Constitution. Anyexercise
of State legislative power inconsistent
with the implied guaxantee would be
invalid. Future developments of the
implied guarantee are now awaited with
great interest.
Ian McGill is a partner with Allen Allen
and Hemsleyand acted for the plaintiffs
in this cnsa

CAMLA
EVENTS
The Communications
and
Media Law Association
is
committed to the development, ckrculation and analysis
of communications
law and
policy issues.
In 1992 the
Association
organised
a
schedule
of luncheons
and
seminars to furtlher discussion
of these issues.
Another
schedule of events is being
prepared for 1993 and will be
published in future issues of
the Bulletin.
The Bulletin is an important
part of CAMLA’scommitment
to the promotion of debate
about communications-related
issues. We wish to thank all
contributem to the Bulletin
during 1992, who gave freely
of their time to write articles
for publication.
1993 promises
to be an
equally exciting year, as major
new issues
are emerging.
Contributions
to the 1993
Bulletin are welcome and will
no doubt earn their authors
some special place in heaven.
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Competition,

Viability
and Diversity
of Service

Bob Peters argues that broadcasting regulators

could leant from developments in the United States

dvecatasof freer, less regulated available, but also on the economic
prevent valuable efficiencies from being
and more cempetitive lcoal
viability of those services. Too many realised.
breadcasting markets ol~n
services can lead to deterioration in the
By relaxing its radio ownership roles,
cite the broadcasting systemin
quality and diversity of available services
the FCCexpected to assist both radio
the United States, with its significantly
The close relationship between economic operators and radio listeners, giving the
larger numberof commercialtelevision,
viability
andprogram
diver~ity
in the former the potential to reduce operating
cable and radio services, as being the
American
radiomarketsuggests
that, costs and offering the latter the prospect
classic exampleof what Australia has to
although
Australia’s
newBroadcastingof improved programming quality and
gain from rapidly moving to a more
Services Act CBSA")makes no specific
choic~ However, when setting its new
open and competitive broadcasting
radio station ownership limits, the FCC
reference to cemmercialviability criteria,
environment.
the new Australian
Broadcasting
was careful to strike a balance which
Such a view is predicted upon the
Authority ("ABA") nevertheless should
allowed a greater concentration of ownerusually unstated and largely untested
take the economic viability
of all
ship to enhance the industry’s overall
assumption that, in any given market,
commercial broadcasters into account
economicviability, while not threatening
anyincrease
in the number
of operators when con~ldering the allocation of new i~dustry competition and diversity.
andcompeting
services
inevitably
will licences in the future There is no doubt
The new FCC roles
leadto animprovement
in thequality
and that the number of audio and visual
diversity
ofservices
available
tothepublic entertainment media outlets in Australia
inthatmarket.
Itis generally
assumed will continue to grow as a result of
he FCC’srecent radio ownership
that "more alwaysmeans better", technological development. Given such an
ules changes have two main
regardless
ofthepossible
adverse
financialenvironment,
the challenge
for
featurea The fwst is that the
consequences
of newcompetition
or the Governmentsand regulators, will be to
national radio station ownership
threatof a decline
in thequality
of plan sensibly for their introduction.
limits were increased from 12 to 18 AM
stations and 18FMstations initially, and
services
offered
by theinsumbent~
The recent racUm ownership rule
Curiously,
thelocaladvocates
ofsuch relaxation introduced by the FCCis
to 20 AMstations and 20 FMstations
open market,pro-competitive
views intended to promotea financially vibrant
after two years. The secondfeature is that
appearto be eitherunawareof, or
marketplace, which the FCCviews as a
the local market radio station ownership
uninfluenced
by,someextremely
relevant prerequisite for the promotionof economic limits were increased from their previous
recentregulatory
developments
in the competition and program diversity.
limit of one AMand one FMstation in
UnitedStates.
Thosedevelopments
cast Following a review of its previous radio
a market. Under the revised ownership
seriousdoubt upon the wisdomof
ownership rules, the FCCconcluded that
rules, in marketswith 15 or morestations,
a single entity nowcan ownup to two AM
introducing
sudden
increases
inanyform an increase in the concentration of radio
of broadcastingor narrowcasting station ovmershipwouldprobably produce and two FMstatious, provided the pmpceed
cempetition
intothemarketplac~
.
an improvement,
rather
than a
cembination dces not lead to excessive
In September
ofthisyear,theFederal deterioration, in both programdiversity
cencentrationin the local rsarket.
of new
In markets with fewer than 15 stations,
Communications
Commission("FCC") and in the development
a single entity nowmayownup to three
relaxed
radio
station
ownership
limits
in broadcasting services
radio stations with no more than two on
theUintedStates.
In effect,
theFCC
the sameband, provided that the commonly
cencluded
thatremedial
regulatory
action
Market fragmentation
ownedstations represent less than half the
war warrantedbecausetoo muchnew
total numberof stations in the market.
competition
had beenintroduced
tee
n arriving at this decision, the FCC
In rela~dlon to the national station
quickly
in theUnited
Statesin recent
found that, as a result of a
ownership
limit, the FCCcencluded that
years.The Commissionfound that
continuing increase in the number
excessive
competition
new threatened
it
could
’I.
safely be relaxed ... without
of radio and non-radio outlets, such
adversely affecting competition and
boththe economicviability
of the as cable, which cempete with radio
American
commercial
radioindustry
and broadcasters for audience and adverfming diversi~y in the national marketplace of
ideas’~ In arriving at this decision, the
thepublic
interest.
the radio industry in the United States
FCCreaffirmed that ’i. competition and
was experiencing tremendous market
diversity are r~levantprimadlyat the local,
V~ability and programdiversity
fragmentation which, in turn, was
not the national level’~ The FCCalso
creating "severe economic s~ress" for
argued that an increase in national
hese recent experiences in the
many broadcasters.
So severe and
station ownership limits could actually
United States are relevant to
widespreadwas this economicstress, that
it led the FCCto question the American increase viewpointdiversity. It accepted
the Australian
radio and
evidence that group-ownedstations take
television industries.
They
radio industry’s conffmuedability to serve
editorial positions, engage in basic
the
public
interest.
Moreover,
the
FCC
clearly demonstratethat the development
reperting and makecoverage dedisions on
concluded that it was time to allow the
of new and diverse services in any
an autonomousbasis.
industry to adapt to current market
marketplaceis dependent not only on the
total number of broadcasting services
conditionsfree of artificial constraints that
Continued p19
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Economies of scale
n terms of likely financial benefits
accruing to operators, the FCC
observed that expenditure on news
and information programming in
part was a function of economiesof scale
which should be assisted by a relaxation
of the national radio ownership limits.
Although the FCCnoted that it could
have justified
an even higher new
national station limit, it emphasisedthat
its recent relaxation of national ownership
restrictions were intentionally gradual
and evolutionary in nature rather than
sudden and revolutionary.
Such an
approachcontrasts the FCC’searlier more
radical stance as exemplified by the
Docket 80-90 decision, which produced a
flood of new FM radio station~ The
danger associated with such radical
change, was enunciated by Commissioner
Duggan in a separate
statement
accompanying the Report and Order
issued in April of this year. He described
Docket80-90 as an economicdisaster for
the industry.
In relation to its revised local radio
ownershiplimits, the FCCconcludedthat
its commitmentto promotecompetition in
beth the economic marketplace and the
marketplace for ideas would not be
threatened by a moderatereduction in the
local ownership rulee The FCCwas also
concerned that the existing local
ownership rules could actually be
hamperingcompetition and diversity by
denying stations economiesof scale

I

increase in media
he severe economic stress
experienced by many American
radio broadcasters is directly
related to explosive growth in
new radio and alternative entertainment
media outlets. The major increases in
competition were from more commercial
radio services and an increase in the
penetration, popularity and usage of cable
television services and video cassette
recorders CVCR"). Between 1980 and
1991, the total numberof radio stations
in the United States increased by 20%.
Among the alternative
forms of
entertainment media, cable television has
presented
the most serious
new
competitive challenge to radio over the
past decade Between1980 and 1991, for
example, the number of subscribing
homesincreased from 25%to 64%of all
homeswith televisions. Theshare of tetal
television viewingcaptured by basic cable
programming(not retransmitted free-toair programming)increased from 14%to
24%.
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Video cassettes recorders ("VCR")were
the other fast growingcompetitor to radio
in the home entertainment
market
during the 1980s. According to the
Television Bureau of Adverffming, VCR
penetration increased from only 1.1% of
all television householdsin 1980to 71.9%
by 1991. As VCRpenetration increased,
so too did its usage Gross expenditure on
the purchase and rental of videos grew
dramatically during the 1980s, by a rate
in excess of 585%.
Althoughduring the 1980’s total radio
industry advertising revenues grew at a
rate which was slightly in excess of the
overall economic growth rate, radio
advertising revenues per station in real
terms declined after 1988. This reflected
both the continuing growth in the
numberof stations throughout the 1980’s
and a slowdownin industry advertising
revenue growth from 1985.
As a result of falling real revenues per
station and a cyclical downturn in the
Americaneconomyoverall, radio industry
profitability declined dramatically during
the latter part of the last decade.
Consequently, more than half of all
Americancommercial radio stations lost
moneyin 1990 and, as a result of pr~lt
pressures, more than 287 radio stations
were off the air by early 1992.
Lessons for Australia
____
and
~he recent
economic
~ regulatory
developments in the
1American radio industry
have a
lnumber of important
impli- future
cations for the broadcasting industry in
Australia. First, the Americanexperience
clearly demonstrates the close link
between the economic viability
of
commercialradio and television and their
ability to continue to serve the public
interest
by providing
quality
programming on an on-going basis.
Second, developmentsin Americaover the
past decade also demonstrate that the
introduction of too muchnew competition
too quickly can jeopardise the capacity of
the commercialbroadcasting industry to
continue to serve the public interest.
Third, commercial radio and television
stations
compete not only among
themselves for audiences and advertising
revenues, but also, to varying degrees,
with non-commercial radio services and
alternative
entertainment
media,
including cable or pay television services,
cable or pay audio services and video
cassette recorders, most of which have
experienced strong growth over the past
decadeand are likely to continue to do so
in the foreseeable futur~
Like its American counterpart, the
commercial radio industry in Australia

commercial radio industry in Australia
has experienced significant increases in
direct and indirect competition over the
past decade which has contributed to its
current extremelyfi~agile financial state
Despite its vulnerable financial condition,
it is inevitable that the local commer~f~al
radio industry will be subjected to further
increases in competitionin the future, the
most immediate being the impending
introduction of pay television which, based
on the Americanexperience, should prove
to be a formidable new rival.
In view of the above factors, future
Australian Governments, as well as the
ABA,should be strongly encouraged to
take a gradual, rather than a radical
approach, to the introduction of further
new commercial radio and television
services, be they of a broadcasting or a
narrewcasting natur~ The ABAalso
should be encouraged, and preferably
required, to specifically take the economic
viability of operators into account when
considering the issue of newbroadcasting
or narmwcastinglicences in the future, as
is new required of the Canadian BadioTelevision and Telecommunications
Commission.
New technology
~ 1 ~ith

onoing

technological

like everyAustralia,
other country,
Wdevelopments
f~es the prospect of everincreasing fragmentation and competition
among its entertainment media in the
If Australia’s
legislators
and
regulators wish to ensure that these local
entertainment media continue to serve
the public interest with the provision of
quality, culturally relevant programming,
then they should be concerned to
maintain and nurture the economic
viability of these various media.
As part of the nurturing process,
Governmentsand regulators should seek
to avoid, rather than to imitate, the
m~akes which have been made in
overseas markets such as the United
States. In particular, they should not
mistakenly equate the quantity of
services provided with the quality of
services provided. Nor should they seek
to introduce too many new competitive
services too quickly. Finally, they should
continue to monitor the results of their
policy decisions and take remedial action
whenthose decisions fail to achieve their
intended objectives.
Bob Peters is a director of ANZCapel
Court, based in Melbourneand recently
visited the United States to study the
regulatorychangesdiscassedin this paper.
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Journalists’

Copyright

Charies Alexander argues that employed Journalists

should cease to be the owners of

copyright under the Copyright Act
his paper addresses from the
publishers’ perspective the
current
debate
about
recognition and protection of
journalists’ copyright under section 35(4)
of the CopyrightAct,

T

HIsto~yof Copyright
n 1809 copyright
was first
protected by statute~ 1842 caw the
Copyright Act amendedto include
a prevision under which publishem
of encyclopedias, reviews, magazines or
periodical
works were granted the
copyright in works prepared by employees
for a period of 28 years from fn’st
publication. Thereai~erthe fights reverted
to the employees for the purpose of
separately publishing those work~This
provision was amended in the 1911 UK
ACtto includea provisionto the effect that
publisher/employem were entitled to
copyright in their, employees’ works
subject to the employee being able to
restrain their employerfrom publishing
those works in publications other than
newspapers and magazinea
Section 35(4) c~ the AastmlianCopyright
A~in its present formcameinto existence
in the 1968 Act. As in the 1911 Act, the
1968Act (in section 35(6)) sets out
general provision that where a work is
made by an author in pursuance of the
terms of ins or her employment" the
employeris the ownerof copyright in the
work.However,section 35(4) provides that
where a work is made by the author in
pursuance of the terms of his or her
employment by the proprietor
of a
newspaper, magazine or similar
periodical, for the purpose of publication
in the newspaper, magazine or similar
periodical, the preprietor is the ownerof
the copyright insofar as the copyright
relates to:
(a} publication of the work in any
newspaper, magazine or similar

I

(b) broadcasting the work;
(c) reproduction of the work for the
purpose of it being so published or
broadcast but not otherwise.
It was also the 1968 Act which
introduced the concept of a copyright in
a publishededition of a literary, dramatiq
musical or artistic work. The ownership
of this right was given to the publisher
of the workand it appears that the right
20

extends only to the typographical
arrangement of a work.
Ovei the next 20 odd years the
provisions were not the subject of any
significant interest. However,in July 1990
their significance cameinto sharp relief
when Mr Justice Beaumont handed down
his decision in the De Gar/s and Moore
casea In that decision his Honour held
that the copyright in certain underlying
works contained in newspapers, one
prepared by an employeeand the other by
a freelancer, was infringed when it was
photocopied by a press clipping agency,
Neville Jeffress Pidler. Despite this
faveurable decision the Court is yet to
determine the "value" of any of the
articles which worecopied.
A little time prior to this decision, the
AJA(now the Media and Arts Alliance)
had joined Copyright Agency Limited
("CAE’) with a view to CALlicensing
copying of works by its membersIn these
early days the AJA seemed to be
suggesting that the funds winch they
hopedto receive from this licensing would
be used for the general purpose of the
AJA, because of the difficulties
of
idenffffying
author~ It newseems
that the
AJA may have changed tack and is
prepared to distribute funds to its
memberein respect of works where the
authors are identified. However, it is
understoodthat it still claims a right to
retain funds received from CALfor
articles copied from newspapers and
magazines where the author cannot be
identified.
Following the De Garis and Moore
decisions, CALcommencednegotiations
with the Governmentto obtain payment
for Governmentcopying performed under
the authority given in section 183 of the
Act. Section 183 allows the Crownto do
any acts comprisedin the copyright if the
acts are done for the services of the
Commonwealthor a State. The great
majority of publishers of newspapersand
magazines have not joined CAL.For this
mason CALonly seught payments from
the Commonwealth
in respect of copying
of the published edition. Nevertheless,
CALappears to have been able to
complete one of the best deals concluded
by a copyright owner in the history of
copyright. It negotiated to be paid by the
Government $1 an A4 page for copying
taken from a newspaper and $4 an A4
page of copying taken from a magazine

The copying by Governmentdepartments
is very substantial and the arrangement
will result in large paymentsbeing made
to CAL.
CALalso has been collecting amounts
for copies fromeducational iastitutior~ It
says it is only collecting for works, not
published editisns, and that therefore the
publishers are not entitled
to any
payment for copying of their works by
those educational institutions. This is
presently the subject of litigation with
CAL.

Thepublishers’ concerns
~ leads to the present position
faced by the publishers:
(a) they publish newspapersand
magazines paying wages,
related expenses, rent, preduc~ion
costs, research and developmentcosts
but find the material contained in
databases, for winchthey could license
access to third parties, maybelong to
the journalists whowrote it rather
than the publishers whostore it and
who developed those databases; and
(b) if someone copies a newspaper
magazine with a photocopier instead
of buying that newspaperor magazine
it is the employedjournalist whogets
paid. This is not a bad incentive for
employed journalists to encourage
photocopying
Therefore, with somejustification, the
publishers havequestionedthe present law.
Theyare concernedabout their investment
in dstabasea They also consider that
photocopies of newspapersare just their
newspapers in other forms, and that if
anyoneis to be paid for photocopyingit
should be them. The Attorney General has
announcedan inquiry into whethersection
35(4) should be abolished or amended.

T

Contentions
t is a principal contention of the
publishers that the Copyright Ac~is
a statute concerned with rewarding.
enterprise
with a view to
encouraging the makingof further worl~
In this context, the publishers contend
that it is they who provide the total
environment and resources for creation,
publication and dissemination of news It
is the publishers who have developed
systems which provide for faster and
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better news reporting and new methods
of dissemJrmtingnew~Theyconsider it is
the publishezs that should be provided
w~thincentive to develop that system. In
their view, the journalists themselvesare
already fully rewarded. Thosejournalists
whohave special skills and expertise (and
therefore, might expect to have their
works copied more frequently)
are
receiving very censidemble rewards in
recognition of their talent. Thesituation
is entirely different from th~se authors
whoare not usually paid until they have
achieved success and whose endeavours
are entirely their own. This is the
category of the freelance journalist who
can negotiate with the publisher to decide
on what basis he or she will sell their
product. The freelance is hot usually paid
for time spent, but is paid for the product
he or she produces and negotiates hew
that product may be used.
It is the publishers’ contention that the
A~, in section 35(6), generally recognises
the philosophical concept of an employer
ownership. There is no basis upon which
employersof journalists should be treated
differently. In saying this the publishers
havemadeit clear that if a journaiist uses
his or her materials hi publicationof a book
they v~aldin recognitiond past practice not
expect ownershipfor that purposa

World

Review

A survey of some recent International

developments

Japanis to launch cemmemiaiTVsatollitos in the new year, the Japanese
Governmentannouncedlast month. A basic pregramfor a satellite television
service is to be drawn up by an advisory panel of the Posts and
TelecommtmicationsMinistry. Six channels will be provided for satellite
breadcasti~4~at first. Aboutten firms are reperted to be interested in applying
for a licence
Hungary’sMuzertechnika (MT), the national monopely carrier signed
agreement recently with Orbital Communications(OrbComm),a US based
satellite corporation, to becomethe exclusive provider of orbComm
services
in Hungary. MTwill ownand operate the OrbComm
netwvrk and the service
will commencefully in 1995, complementingMT’s plans to vastly expand
the scope of telecommunications services offered in Hungary.
KoreancompanySamsung has also been enlisted by OrbComm
as its sole
service provider in Korea, as well as vole supplier of OrbComm
personal
communicators.
Lithuaniahas finally been eermected up to the world telephone network
in a movewhich reinforces the state’s independencefrom Moscow.The state
now has access to a satellite link from Kaunns to Copemhagen,providing
direct links to the global network. Boforehand,all calls were routed through
Moscowor St. Petersbur$

Technology outpaclng law
he other major contention of the
publishers is that this is yet
another area where the law has
not kept pace with technological
chang~ The law when framed and later
revised in reality, only resulted in the
journalist being able to use his or her
worksfor publishing in bookform. Indeed
when broadcasting was introduced, the
Act was amended to ensure that the
rights of the publishers were extendedto
allow them to use works prepared by
employees for the ~ of broadcasting
those works either by themselves or third
pa~isa However,since 1968, photocopying
and computer technology have opened
new horizons and opportunitiea The
publishers claim they are being denied
the right to exploit those opportunities,
while at the same time having to compete
against the new technology. This new
technologyin reality allows publication of
newspapersin a different form, but the
substance remains the same
The publishers contend that the time
has comefor themto be treated like other
employers in the Uulted Kingdomand the
United States and, indeed, all other
employers in Australia. There is no
ground for continuing the discriminatory
provisions whichare centained in section
35(4) of the ~t.
Charles Alexander is a Sydney partner of
the law firm Minter Ell~son Morris
Fletehe~
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Chinamadewhat is believed to have been its largest single order for fibre
optic cable Pirelli Cables wonthe $10 million contract to supply over 2,300
kilometres of cable to the Hunan Post and Telecommunications Bureau.
Greeceand Koreahave both awarded mobile telephone network hcences
to consortia including Arena GSMconsortium memberVedaphone, the group
biddin~ for Australia’s third telecom licenc~
Finland has announced moves to open up its long distance
telecommunications links to competition from 1994. Local telephone
companies have apparently been waiting for twenty years for deregulation
to occur, and are new pushing for deregulation in Finland’s domestic market.
Eurepe:British Teleeomhas won a three year contract to pro~de a fully
managednetwork for the European offices of BP Chemicals. The contract
meansthe first combinationof Syneerdia, BT’sglobal outsourcin~ subsidiary
and Global Network Services, its present international managed data
networking servic~
FLAG
(Fibre Optic Link Aroundthe Globe), has entered into its final planning
stages Nine telecommunication carriers in Malaysia, Korea, Singapore,
Indonesia, India, Egypt, Gibraltar, Italy and the UKall signed an agreement
to land the cable, while the Japanese are presently at the negotiating table
The cable will link Japan and the UKvia the Indian Ocean. To be operational
by the end of 1996, FLAGwill cost its backers in excess of $1.4 billion,
becomingthe world’s longest undersea fibre optic cable, 25,000 kilometres
in length.
Srl Lanka’s Telecom has chosen OTCAustralia, the international arm of
AOTC,as its partner to provide a cellular mobile telephone service in Sri
Lanka.
This edition of World Review was prepared by Richard Phillip~ itinerant
traveller and undergraduate at Caius College Cambridga
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World Television
Chris Irwin surveys intematlonal

developments and explains the BBC’s approach to

Issues now facing Australia’s
he world of television is being
shaped by two phenomena:
first, the technological changes
that allow new methods of
television distribution and encouragethe
advent of new channels; and second, the
increasing globalisation of programming.
The fn~st should lead to the liberation
of the viewer-- mulfflplicity should mean
greater freedom of information and a
wider range of channels from which to
choo~But the great majority of viewers
will exemise choice only if the new
distribufflon technologies increase the
range of attractive
programming
available Goodprogrammingis expensive
Unless the moneyavailable to generate
new programmingcan be increased, it is
doubtful whether censumem will be
drawnto the new technologies, unlikely
that the causes of freedomof information
and consumer choice will be furthered
and almost certain that the economicsof
international pmgrammepro~sion will
not permit an adequate response to
national tastes and intemst~
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success dependson deep pockets and longterm commitment.But it is not g~aranteed: ~omewin, but most do not within
any normal period for return on
investment.
The ingredients

for success

of material suited to global exploitation.
Wecan already see tins in the film
industry. The ~ze of the US domestic
market, winch of late has generated morn
than 500 newreleases each year, pales the
ability of other national film industry
markets to deliver English language
releases. Despite its relative vigour, the
Australian film industry appears to have
generated less than 20%of the volumeof
its UScounterparts -- although this is a
major achievementgiven the mlafflve size
of the two population bases No less
significant is the importanceof the home
video market in generating film industry
revenues, the insignificance, in revenue
terms, of network television
film
purchases and the rising importance of
pay television revenues.

uccess seems to depend on
several factom. First, all the
successful operations have had
to good distribution
networks: a developed sable environment
in the United States for I~O and easily
accessed terrestrial networks faced by
weak competition in France for Canal
Plus and South Afric~ for M-NET.Ease
of access is vital: it is important to
imnJmise cost of entry for censumemby
keeping hardware prices down.
Secondly,the staples of pay television
News and sport
are generic channel~ In the U~ited States
films, family entertainment, sport, news
and information channels are the basic
n the sports world, the 1980s was
ingredients
for programme-led new
marked by the inereasing intordistribution technologiea Economiclogic
nationalisation of sporting rights
demonstrates the trade-off between proand the emergence of ESPN and
Prime Sports, together with the regional
grammecosts and audience size for difPotential for new television
ferent categories of programming
provided broadcasting unions and other sporting
services
by the BBCin its domestic ~ervice~ Light
rights wholesalers as sports costs
escalated. A similar pattern can be
entertainment, acquired films and series,
n assessing the potential of other
sport, cinldmn’sprogramming
and newsand
observed in newsprovision. The very ingh
markets, I have developed a
current ~ffaks gi~e a higher audiencereturn
fLxed costs associated with maintalaing
simple conceptual medal winch can
per poundinvested than religion, features,
correspondents overseas has seen a
be used to forecast prospective
education and drama(even allowing for the
general contraction in overseas coverage
television revenue and the sustainabflity
relatively lowcost but high pulling powerof
by national networks (the BBCis one
important exception) and the preeminence
of newservices. It takes as its base the
dramasoaps).
TbJsis not to say that services based on
of the two global television newsagencies,
historic revenue available to programme
fflm~, family entertainment, sport and news Visnews and WTN. For example, the
suppliers, uses independentprojections of
American networks have generally moved
future growth and seeks to idenfffy the
and informaff~onchannels will inevitably
succeed. Audiences(and willingness to pay)
from maintaining national bureaux in
future revenuesavailable to the operators
will be determined by programmequality.
indlviduai countries to mgionai hubs.
of television services.
NBCand CBShave significantly reduced
This simple extrapolation in real terms The bulk of the programmeassets of high
quality
are
centmlled
by
relatively
few
suptheir bureaux structure and laid off many
suggests that, theoretically, in Australia
of their international staff. ABC(US),
themis likely to be sufficient expenditure pliers internationally. The value of these
assets meansthat those whocentral them with its centmlling interest in WTN,has
to fund the operation of perhaps six or
will look to mmdmiso
their mtoras on their
been an exception. Even sc~ ABCplayed
seven new viable channels by the end of
exploitation.
This
will
inevitably
encourage
a posiff~verole in the subsequentlyaborted
the decade It is assumed in this
the emergence
of a handful of global English negotiations last year intended to bring
calculation that costs can be kept under
language chaanels*duringthe decade, only
about a merger of WTNwith Visnews.
control, with no inflation in programme someof whichwill be tailored to regional
Reutemhas since supported Visnews(in
supply costs.
markets.
which
it is the controlling shareholder)in
The model ignores the hefty working
Visnews’expansion. Visnews -- which is
capital costs involvedin the start of any
a major supplier for BBCWorld Service
Umlted program supply
new service. The B Sky B experience in
Television Ltd -- currently operates 35
the UKprovides a salutary reminder of
bureaux around the world and plans to
the potential enormityof these costs. But
n part this is driven by the fact
open additional bureaux.
that them is a global imbalance
B Sky B also suggests that new services
in product sourcing. A few suppliers
can expect high returns in the long term.
are in a position to control the bulk
Please turn to page 23
As with all pay television ventures,
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BBC News Services
he BBC has also
been
expandingits owninternational
news gathering base for its
television and radio services,
both domestic and international.
The
BBCnow has morn than 50 bureaux and
well over 250 correspondents
and
stringers around the world. As BBC
World Service Television Limited has
developed, it has also madearrangements
for expandedinternational picture supply
with third partie~ BBCWorld Service
Television Ltd has been talking to the
ABCin Australia about the posdlbility of
complementarycoverage with access to
ABCbureaux and correspondents in those
areas -- particularly in South-east Asia
-- where ABChas developed its news
gatheringexpertise. Webelieve that, as an
alternative to the approach adopted by
NBCand CBS, collaboration with other
newsgatherersin order to secure a greater
return on the high fixed costs entailed in
newsgathering,is a step forward. It also
helps secure plurality of news supply.
This is a vital corollary of fi~eedomof
information to which BBCWorld Service
Television
is committed. We are
committedto the principle that a better
informed world makes for better
international relations. Constraints on
plurality of sourcing and the freedom of
information are the handmaidens of
bigotry and biaa The BBC’sinternational
reputation rests on its commitmentto
impartiality
and accuracy and its
readiness to reflect a diversity of views.
Newsgathering partnerships around the
world are an important element of this,
as is the international polyglot expertise
that can be found in the BBCWorld

T

recourse neither to BBCdomestic licence
revenue nor to grant-in-aidi Relations
with the BBCand other suppliers are
governed by normal commercialcontracts
and licences.
The logic for the creation of BBCWorld
Service Television was governed by a
numberof consideration~ First, there was
the desire for the BBCto retain its
competitive position as a respected
provider of impartial and accurate
information as the growth of television
attracted listeners away from radia
Second, there was a realisation that
without an international
television
presence, the BBCmight find itself
marginalised
in the increasingly
competitive global market for rights.
Finally, it was considered that the status
of the BBC as an international
broadcaster might temper attempts to
interfere with the future operation of the
BBCon purely domestic grounds. Those
of us who work for the BBCor who,
aroundthe world, rely on its contribution
to the free flow of information
internationally, see it as a global asset.
Regional partners
t this stage of its development,
BBCWorld Service Television
provides primarily news and
information services, tailored
to the needs of the different regional
markets coveredby its satellite outleta We
rely on our strategic regional partners to
secure the revenue for the service and to
advise the companyon the best way of
tailoring its services to the needsof each

A

These important relationships have
helped already to shape the service and
to reinforce our recognition of the needfor
a two-waystreet in the field of information
flow. A WorldService cannot achieve its
BBC WoddSe~iceTelevislon
aim if it does not actively promote that
flow by, for example, entering into
t was an awareness of the brand
collaborative newsgathering arrangestrength of the BBCinternationally
ment~Cultural imperialism is iniraicsble
that led to the creation of BBC to the free flow of informationand a better
informed world. We believe that in
World Service Television Limited.
The companywas established as a wholly working with others who broadly share
ownedcommercial subsidiary of the BBC this vision, drawingon their resources to
improve internaff~onal coverage and by
in March1991. Its mission statement sets
making that international
coverage
it the task of "creating a self-funding
television
equivalent of BBCWorld
available to supplement national news
Service Radio, with the aim of being in
services, we can make a contribution to
every cenfmentby the end of 1993". It bas
global information
that is both
outstanding for its breadth and costalready launched services with regional
effective in its provision.
partners coveringEurope,Adla and Afi-ica
The developmentof BB(Y’CCorld
Service
and we are in various stages of
Television as a commercial,wholly selfdevelopmentwith plans for services for
funding subsidiary of the BBCis also
Japan, America and the Pacifia The
ventures are wholly serf-funding. BBC helping to ensure that the BBC,as the
UK’sprincipal broadcaster, is streamlined
World Service Television Limited has
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for a new,morecompetitive era. It avoids
the Corporation being marginalised in a
multi-channel
environment whilst
reinforcing the disciplines of competition
and the need to adapt rapidly to survive
in a haraher economic world. This
strate{D’ seems to us to be the most
desirable
way of exploiting
the
opportunities
created by the new
distribution
technologies~
whilst
tempering the globalisation of programme
supply and ensuring responsiveness to
national tastes and interests.
Chris Irwin is Chief Executive of BBC
WorldService Televislar~

to read the signals of the market and not
to repress them. Then, we maywell see
Bishop Berkeley’s prophecy finally
completed, with the world reaching now
heights as it comes hill circle, and
Australia playing an important part.
This is an edited version of a paper
delivered by Rupert Murdochat an AsiaPacific Congressin Sydney on 18 October
1992.
From page 15
However, it might be argued that in
some circumstances the same claims may
be fairly madefor the ethically secret
communicationsof other professionals.
Certain communications of other
professional groups may also be the
privilege of the client (or patient or
penitent) rather than of the professional.
Andthe effective operation of a cede of
professional ethics olden serves the ends
of the legal system, by promoting its
spirit. Shouldit be possible to delineate
circumstances
in which these two
conditions obtained, it wouldbe hard to
see what objections could be made to
accordinglegal recognition to professional
privilege of professions other than lawyer~
The bottom line, however, is that any
protection which is afforded must be
protection whichserves the end of justice
A code of ethics should not be a shield
which prevents a court t~omhaving access
to information wifich is crucial to the
dispensingof justice in the case before it.
Nevertheless,this still leaves a great deal
of scope for just recognition of cedes of
ethics. It should not be beyondthe wit of
our lawmakerscollectively, to devise a
system in which the courts are required
to obtain fi-om witnesses only that portion
of the truth which is necessary to serve
the ends of justice
DeaneWells is the Attorney Generalfor the
State of Queensland
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Law Association is an independent
organisation which acts as a
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